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Winter Seminar

January 9-12,2011
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Phoenix, Arizona

Annual Conference
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Summer Seminar
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ACUTA's Core Purpose is to support higher education information communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic mission of
their institutions,

ACUTA's Core Values are:
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Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutions
Fulfilling a commitment to professional development and growth
Advocating the strategic value of information communications technologies in higher
education
Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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The new 1P5000 full-duplex speakerphone provides features
including self-monitoring and reporting functionality, 16 hours
taltVstandby battery backup, and is capable of high volume
paging via the NFPA@ 2010 ECS-compliant Btue Alert mass
notification system. 0r the cost effective, scalable ToolVox@
lP Communication Manager allows seamless integration of
analog and lP devices on one platform.

Whether you're interested

in

stand alone products or

comprehensive solutions, depend on the industry,s technology
leader.

I was privileged to have a rewarding
encounter at the end of the Fall Seminar

It has been said that many university
presidents and chancellors wish to be

in Vienna, Virginia, in October. A "First
Timer" approached me in front of the
registration desk after the last presentation and introduced himself. He thanked
me for the outstanding experience he had

on the "leading edge" of technology (as
opposed to the "bleeding edge"), but how

attending the seminar' He said the things
he had learned and the people he had met
went beyond his highest expectations' He
was eager to follow up with those he had

met from other campuses as well as many
of our corporate partners he had met in
the vendor hall.
One of the great "perks" of being president of this organization is the chance to
represent ACUTA as the host of the First
Time Attendees' Orientation before each
onsite meeting where I welcome them and
encourage them to maximize their invest-

ment and take home as much as possible
from their time at the seminar or conference. (Think new ideas, knowiedge nuggets, new products, and names to add to
your professional network.

Widen the Net

)

At any ACUTA event, as manY as 20
percent of the attendees may be there for
the first time. If they are like the fellow I
met in Virginia, they may take that next
step and become an active part of ACUTA.
Why is this a good thing? WhY do we
need to widen the net and draw more
people to ACUTA from member campuses

well as nonmember campuses? Because
it benefits not only them, but you and me
as well. Growth has two huge benefits:

as

1. A larger knowledge base. As the great
expectations ofthe Iatest applications and
technologies rise ever higher and highea
the need to manage the infrastructure

supporting those technologies is exceeded
only by the need to manage the expectations themselves. Pooling our experience
and knowledge as Information Communications Technology Professionals in Higher
Education exponentially expands our base
of information beyond our office or our

department or our universitY.

do we get to the "leading" without getting
cut up because we have taken our office/
department/university over the "bleeding"
edge? A wise mentor of mine once told me

that belonging to higher education technology associations allows us to see where we
are compared to other colleges and universities. ACUTA is the premier association in
higher education that helps each and every
one of us find the path to those answers'

wealth of experience. ACUTA will be
celebrating our 4Oth birthday this April
at our Annual Conference' the theme of
which is "succeeding in the New Reality'"
What kind of unique insight into the technology that serves your schooi could someone give you rvho had been in your department for the last forty years? How much
would that person have had to learn and
grow over that time just to stay current?

2. A

ACUTA-aiways made uP of highlY
skilled professionals-has Iearned and
grown over those 40 years. From its original
narrow and deep focus on telephony and
telecommunications, ACUTA has broadened its view to include networking, customer technology supPort, financial/billing/budgeting, student technolo gy support,
system engineers/architects/programmers,
IT security, emergency communications,
CATV data center, and the list goes on...
We need to reach out to others on our campuses whose responsibilities are listed above
but who are not yet a part of ACUTA. We
need to widen the rTe, to keep growing!
I was recently asked to do a presentation

for our central IT department about the
benefits of our ACUTA membership. The
first thing I did was show them the brand
new ACUTA video available on the 'About
Us" page on our ACUTA website. Take a
lookl Better yet, get others in your department and school to take a look! The video
does such a great job that I probably could
have stopped

right there, but I didn't. After

reviewing the stated membership benelits

6
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The results of the November 2,2010,
United States elections have brought the
largest shift of seats in a midterm election
to ihe minority party since 1938' As of the

advisors have offered the following thoughts
and predictions about these issues:
. Universal Service

Reform: Congress has

been struggling with comprehensive reform of
16),
(November
written
is
being
this
the Universal Service Fund (USF) for yearsdate
Republicans are expected to gain a 240almost since the Telecom Act of 1996 was
190 majority in the House of Representasigned into lawl This Program, which funds tives (with five races currently undecided), the e-rate for schools and libraries, rural health
and in the Senate the Democrats are Procare, rural high-cost areas, and lifeline and
Demoof
51
jected to maintain a maiority
linkup programs, is suffering from a shrinkindependents
2
crats,46 Republicans, and
ing contribution base and pressure to expand
undecided)'
(with one race currently
subsidies to deploy broadband services' Comprehensive reform legislation was introduced
The full political and policy implica2010, but it faced opposition, and
tions of this sweeping change will become in ,r-*..
one ofits key co-authors (Rep. Rick Boucher)
clearer over the coming months as key
was defeated in his House re-election race' This
are
House and Senate leadership roles
finalized and the Administration and
Congress establish a new and very different working relationship. However, this
clear statement by the electorate signals a
shift to a more conservative approach to

From the CaPitol to
the Campus:
lmpact of the 2010
Elections on ICT

legislation in many areas, including ICT
policy. At the same time, the FCC retains
a Democratic majority of 3-2 among the
commissioners-which could create some
interesting dynamics in communications
regulation over the next two years'

less likely that we will see comPrereform pass during this Congress'
USF
hensive
(However, the FCC may still attemPt to exert
its regulatory authority to adoPt reforms under
current legislation, and in fact does have several current rulemaking proceedings underway')
ACUTA is actively commenting to the FCC on
this matter, and two representatives of the Legislative/Regulatory Affairs Committee met with
key FCC staff last month to discuss our views'

makes

.

it

Network Neutrality: Several bills were

subject during the current
Admittedly, communications legislation introduced on this
passed, and none are likely
none
Congress, but
is not on the list of highest profile issues
duck session' Considlame
the
to pass during
likely to be addressed in the lame duck
on this controviews
of
range
wide
ering the
session of the 1 1 lth Congress or early in
a similar
predicting
are
some
subject,
the 1 12th Congress. Extension of the 2003 versial
However'
session'
next
introduced
bills
for
fate
tax cuts and funding bills for the federal
FCC
for
priority
high
a
to
be
continues
this
government will be the focus of the lame
its
with
FCC
the
and
Genachowski,
Chairman
to
ducks. There are a few other bills said
assert its
to
vote
well
may
majority
Democratic
session'
be open for consideration during the short lame duck
(including net jurisdiction to reclassifr the transmission comsome of which deal with unresolved ICT issues
ponent of broadband service as a "telecomneutrality, cybersecurity, spectrum allocation, and privacy)'
munications service" that is subject to many of
but they face high hurdles due to their controversial nature'
the common carrier rules. In this way, the FCC
should
By the time yor.-r .eceire lhis ]ournal,the lame ducks
Chair believes that the Commission would
of any
have gone home for the holiday break and the results
have the authority to impose net neutrality
ICT issues dealt with during their session will be clear'
Complicating this issue is the posmore regulations.
Focusing on the 2011-2012 legislative session entails
sibility that the new Republican majority in the
is a
speculation. It is clear that repealing health care reform
House may seek legislation to prevent the FCC
p.io.ity of the new Republican majority in the House' but
from enacting this reclassification-and it is
the
it-r.y *itt face significant opposition in the Senate and
unknown whether such an attemPt would be
Administration. Resolution of the tax cut extensions may

Policy

compromise cannot be
2010' Some pundits are
of
days
remaining
few
the
in
reached
predicting that it will be difficult for either party to pass their
legislative priorities during the next two years'

also extend

into the next session, if

a

Focusing on ICT legislation that is likely to affect your
as
campus, there are several issues that bear close watching
ACUTAs
era'
conservative
more
the Congress enters this new,

B

in Higher Education
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successful.

. Privacy: Many pundits believe that online
privacy is one of the few communications
i..,... on which legislation is likely to be passed
in the near term. Such issues as collection of
consumer information, giving consumers the

right to "opt-in" and "opt-out" of having their

information collected or shared, behavioral
advertising based on the consumer's online
activities, sharing of information among
websites, disclosing information to thirJ par_
ties, and related issues are all on the table.

. Cybersecurity: This
is anorher ICT issue
that may gain bipartisan support in the next
Congress, focusing on legislation to protect
key computer and telecommunications
infrastructure and systems. Legislation couid
expand the government,s authority to deal
with cyber attacks and could impose security
standards on the private sector, including
colleges and universities. A very controversial
proposal would give the president the right
to shut down all or portions of the Internet
ifa catastrophic attack should occur. It
remains to be seen whether concerns about

privacy and extension of the government,s
regulatory authority will prevent the success
of such legislation.
.

Communications and Video Accessibil_

munication and video programming tech_
nologies" for individuals with disabilities.
Although this legislation was signed into
law by the 111th Congress, the FCC is just
now in the process of developing rules to
implement the new law. These rules will
cover the types of mobile devices and appli_
cations that must be accessible, acceptabL

accommodations, and the impact on net_

work features, functions, and capabilities.

Itr /ill

also specifically address accessibility

of mobile browsers for the blind. ACUTA
has a team examining the new law to decide
if we should submit comments to the
FCC-stay tuned for more specifics as the
rulemaking proceeds.
Progress on these and other ICT issues,
well as whether hearings will take place
on broad telecom reform legislation that
would incorporate spectrum policy and
as

FCC authority over the Internet (including

campus develops and/or deploys
"apps" for mobile devices, you need
to be
aware of the recently passed Twenty_First

network neutrality), will depend on who is
selected to chair key committees in both the
House and Senate. This direction should be
clarified early in 20 I 1 .

Century Communications and Video Acces_
sibility Act of 2010,which addresses ,,access
to emerging Internet protocol_based com_

Much of the information in this column is drawn from the November 3,2010,
memo from Dow Lohnes Government

ity: Ifyour

fheVairc of Anffied Communiutions and Collobarotiln

Strategies on the impact of the 2010 mid_
term elections on ICT policy. Ifyou are
interested in more details, I invite you to
read the full memo at http://\^,.\wv.acuta.
org/wcm/acut a llegr egl 1 1 1 6 l0a.pdfl and
also the November ACUTA Legislative/
Regulatory Update at http://www.acuta.
org/wcm/acut a I p df I leg_t 1 t0d.pdf.
These are interesting and volatile times

for ICT policy in Washington, D.C. At
ACUTAs Fall Seminar, an FCC commis_
sioner and the senior counsel to the House
Energy and Commerce Committee shared
their insights on future legislative and regu_
Iatory developments. Feedback from the
seminar participants was very positive, and
we were encouraged to invite these types
of presenters again in the future. Clearly,
ACUTA members recognize the impor_
tance of keeping current on ICT policy
issues that are likely to affect their institu_
tions.

a

As always, the ACUTA Legislative/

Regulatory Affairs Committee continues to

monitor and comment on policy issues that
are relevant to our members.

Reporting on lp-pBx, Slp.
Mobility, Migration, Cloud,
Speech,
SItiB and Enterprise,
Cisco, NEC, Mitel,'Aastra
-Ayaya, snom, Vertical,
Polycom,
and moie

lT Market clock for Enterprise Networking
lnf rastructure, 2010
Future enterprise communications systems
will be highly virtualized, intelligent, and application- aware-and the network infrastruct.,r" ,r-rde.n"ath must adapt' The impact of
new infrastructure and appiication strategies
on the network cannot be overstated: To prepare for these changes, the enterprise network
must be modernized, and legacy technologies
have to be aggressively retired' The IT Market
Clock (Figure 1) helps pianners evaluate and
prioritiz-e their investments in network infrastructure technologies by mapping each class
of technology asset in terms of two parameters: commoditization and progress through
its own market life cycle' Planners must

David A. Willis
Gartner

Infrastructure' 2010
Figure l. IT Market Clock for Enterprise Networking
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Key Findings

Bandwidth demand continues to rise' Virtualization of the desktop will increase average
WAN consumption by over 100 Percent compared with traditional data-center-hosted

applications. Mobile application usage is
increasing tenfold' but video stands to be
the biggest driver of network bandwidth
consumption bY far'
Many assets must be decommissioned' as
support costs rise and the inherent limitations of those assets become a barrier to
growth. These assets span ail major domains:
voice network, data center, WAN, campus

even as unified communications (UC) stays
loosely defined and standards are relatively
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r.oice oyer Internet protocol

\\AN

rtide-areanetrvork

wLAN

- wireless local area netrvork

Ca

Reliable service

pacity cou nts.

- Satisfied

students and staff

ADC distributed antenna systems (DAS) deliver 2G, 3G and 4G mobile services. ADC
high and low
power DAS solutions are suited perfectly for campus applications where wrreless
service suffers from
lack

of signal strength, shadow areas and huge traffic demand bursts in classrooms, dorms and

stadiums. Learn more about how DAS can keep your campus connected.

Visit www.adc.com/ed ucation

Table 1. Recommendation Summarl', Part

1

Item

Focus Now

Next Chanqe

Becommendations

802.11ac WLAN

Advantage

Choice in
0 to 2 years

No action

Virtual Switch

Advantage

Choice in
0 to 2 years

Deploy when needed, invendorspecific
solutions. Look for broader standardization
durinq the next two Years.

lPv6

Advantage

Choice in
'10 years
5 to

Take limiied action, e.9., externally facing
services in Asia and sensor networks Conduct basic training for staff. Review in 2012

VolP over WLAN

Advantage

Choice in
2 to 5 years

Time VoWLAN trials with larger WLAN
rollouts, increasing in-building voice coverage
and use of dual-mode handsets. Look for
UC clients that support enterprise teatures.

SBCs

Advantaoe

Choice in
0 to 2 years

Deploy tactically for security and lnteroper

UCaaS

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Look for opportunities to standardize

Smllrir&$$r.r::

q:!e,{1l:r

now-review in 12 months

ability.

su,itching vendor choice truly matters is the data center, where
customers must carefully select a cornerstone vendor'

Intelligence in the data center revolves around the application delir.ery controller (ADC), obviating the need for traditional load balancers. For ADCs, vendor choice matters-it
won't be about price until 2012 to 2015.
The ali-wireless office is becoming a reality, matching the
to connect transparently from any location' Wireless bandwiclth is now sufficient to handle all foreseen loads,
including video, for most users. Planners must emphasize WiFi
as the common connection model, focusing on broader coverage, higher capacity, and resilience to meet this need'
user's <lesire

,,Odi{:iot::::.tpa:il::l
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IPr.4 will remain in the network for the foreseeable future'
Although IPv6 is needed by some, most IPv4 users need not
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change. Customers

t,a,,:::..a',:1,.,:,aa.

Unified
Communications

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Plan to integrate multiple UC technol0gies
and vendors lo meet tull requirements

losted Voice

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Deploy for voice services, especially when
capital costs must be optimized and future UC
applications are not the driving factor'

Video
Telepresence

Choice

Cost
2 to 5 years

Choose a cornerstone vendor, considenng
future standards & integration into UC platform

SIP Trunking

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Review carrier options. Look for oppo(unities
to standardize.

SIP
Communications

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Emphasize interoperability. Examine
licensing fees.

WAN Optimization
Controllers

Choice

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Stantardize on vendor solutions based on
most critical application needs and
vendoas strateqic road maP.

A0GS'a:i:taii,:r::ittttl,i:llt:
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with unique reasons to move toward IPv6
will support duai-protocol capabilities through 2020'
What You Need to Know

The "IT Market Clock for Enterprise Networking Infrastructure,2010" (Figure 1) analyzes product categories in a number
of key networking technology segments' It maps each segn'rent
in terms of two key Parameters: commoditiz.ation and prog-

through its own individual life cycle. Organizations must
understand both parameters to review their current and future
sourcing, deployment, and retirenent strategies, taking account

ress

of current generations of networking technology and new technologies that are coming to market. The goal is to:

.

2&t9tle.e6-:::.4:i:

Drive efficiency and effectiveness through informed sourc-

ing decisions.
Choice

Data Center
Switches

Cost in
2 to 5 years

Choose a cornerstone vendor for the data
center as a separate consideration from the
camous switch vou choose.

.

Proactively manage current portlolios of networking assets'

'

Align resources to manage nerv services and infrastructure

successfully.
ADC - application delivery controllel
lP - lnternet protocol
SBC - session border controllers
SIP - session nitiation Protoco
IJC - unified communications
UCaaS - unified communications as a servlce

surges, and voice over Internet

VolP - voice over lnternet protocol
VoWLAN - voice over lnternet protocol
over wireLess !ocal area network
WAN - wide area network
WLAN - wireLess local area network

protocol (VolP) will continue to

mature in both rvired and wireless netu'orks.
Video in myriad forms is on the rise, and it rvill hit the infrastructure hard. From high-end telepresence to group conferencing rooms, from desktop video to soft clients, planners need to
prepare for a massive increase in bandwidth consumption and a
radical change in traffic patterns.
Ethernet infrastructure is commoditized. Customers should
emphasize price for most uses, especially in the campus access
and core netr'vorks (Ethernet switches). The only area where
1

2
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This research shouid be used to evaiuate and prioritize investments in communications infrastructure and technologies'
It is a companion to "Hype Cycle for Networking and Clommunications, 20iO"and other IT N{arket Clocks, such as "IT
Market Clock for Enterprise Mobility, 2010" and "lT Market
Clock for Communications Services, 2010."
The lT Market Clock

Gartner's IT Market Clocks anall'ze the relative market maturity and con-rn-roditization levels of major classes of technology
asset.

During the early stages of a specilic networking technology,
it will likely be used primarily by eariy adopters looking to gain
first-mover advantage. This may be the case for such customers
as military {ield operations, elnergency response} machine-to-

Table 2. Recommendation Summarv. part

machine communications) and sensor networks. Technologies
can remain in these stages for iong periods.

If demand and supply continue to groq a networking
technology may reach an inflection point, during which mass
customization begins to occur. There is often a higher degree of
vendor differentiation at this stage. The technology establishes a
compelling value proposition and can sustain growth.

tem

!ext Change

Recommendations

I'V4

-;0st

lepracement

No action. Maintain lPv4 for the
forseeable future.

n 10+ years
|02.11b WLAN

-oad Balancers

lost
)osl

Ithernet
iwitches

lost

:RADS

:nd of life

leplacement

)kt Switched

leplacement

'}BXKey Systems
DECT Phones

) to 2 vears

Retire shared hubs in favor of
manaqeable switches.

:nd of life in

Move servrces to MPLS and IP-VpN

in

:nd of life
2

leplacement

in

to 5 years

ind of lile

in

i in 1O vaarr
TM

)ialup user

Migrate to lP-based systems during
the next 3 years.
Use tactically, and gradually replace
with VoWLAN & eell rlar svslcme

leplacement

:nd of life

Retire

leplacement

:nd of life in
i to l0 years

Decommission for user access whenever possible; recognize that many

\ccess

machine-to-machine & point-olsale
systems will continue to need analog
dialup.

Higher levels of commoditization typically tead to market
consolidation, as scale becomes important to deliver solutions
profitably while pricing pressure continues. The resuit is the

\nalog and

leplacement

SDN Centrex
EPs

linal phase of market development, during which the level of
commoditization for the market segment decreases, leading to

ind of life in
)

ieplacement

to 2 Vears

:nd of life

in

Migrate to lP-based systems during
the next 3 years.
Retire when possible,

) to 2 years
a:l:lrr::tillitiiiilr

S6r0taXfgi::r::::l:i:ii

itititi(

gradually rising prices because of reduced supplier choice. This is
the depreciation phase, creating opportunities for new solutions
that deliver similar capabilities with an improved value proposi_

-DM/Stat

i&bf

tion. Examples are legacy LAN technologies (token ring, Fiber
Distributed Data Interface IFDDI], asynchronous transfer mode

noiogy asset classes according to where they stand within their
market life cycles and their relative levels of commoditization.

Limit deployments of Gigabit Ethernet
access, especially when there is a

I to 5 years

ment is defensibly less expensive with one vendor than another,
the most important criterion is pricing.

The "IT Market Clock for Enterprise Networking Infrastruc_
ture, 2010" is shown in Figure 1 (page I0). It positions 31 tech_

Refresh load balancers in the data
centers with advanced ADCs.

management capabilities & simplicity.

as customers evaluate
alternatives largely on price. Ethernet switching in the campus
and remote office is a good example; unless operational manage_

such as frame relay access devices, front-end, and dialup systems;
and non-IP voice systems, such as analog Centrex and circuit_
switched PBXs.

leplacement

Heplacement

leplacemenl

port, are increasingly exposed to attrition

for users,

during the next 2 years.

n 5 to 10 years

:thernet Hubs

ated themselves through lower operational costs, especially in
relation to ease of management and easy access to quality sup_

access systems

Migrate to 802.11n systems during

n0to2years

price premium over 100 Mbps.
Emphasize cost, service & support,

ing, and maturing standards lower the cost of aciopting the tech_
nologies and make it easier to switch suppliers. Here, the market
segment is at its most commoditized and price competition at
its most vigorous. In this commoditized phase, switching costs,
prices, and margins for suppliers reach their minimum levels in
the market segment's life cycle. Vendors that have not differenti_

IATM], and prestandard wireless LANs);

leplacement

n0to2years

As the market segment matures, the number of vendors,
stronger channel and service support, broad technologist train_

2

'ocus Now

Heflre; migrale to 802.1 l-based

systems
Muxes

leplacement

lnd

:::ii:llllr::ri ::iall:i:li

of life
flitdr:tit.::::i.:

Fletire whenever possible.
il8;u.:iii:t::l

lq&{it&ESii.]ii:.li
ADC - applicaiion delivery controller
ATl,4 - asynchronous transfer mode

ckt - circuit
DECT - digital enhanced cordless telecommunications
FDDI - Fiber Distributed Data lnterface
FEP - fronFend processor
FBAD - frame relay assembler/disassembler

.

lP - lnternet protocol
ISDN - lntegrated Services Digital Network
MPLS - Multiprotocot tabel switching
stat mux - stalistical multiplexer
VoWLAN - voice over WLAN
VPN -vidual private network
WLAN - wireless local area network

Orange denotes a recommendation that should be acted upon

within 24 months.

lT Market Clock Recommendation Summary

.

The Recommendation Summary (see Tables 1 and 2) provides

Networking infrastructure matures over long periods, yet the pace
of innovation isn't slowing. planners need to understand when to

brief recommendations. Each technology asset is color_coded by
the priority of the required actions:

.

Red denotes a recommendation that should be acted upon

r,vithin the next 12 months.

Green denotes a recommendation that is less urgent.

seek strategic advantage from new technology options, when to
focus on price, and when to retire technologies.
O 2010 Gartner, lnc., and/or its affiliates. All rights reseryed.
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Emerging TechnologY TrendsFinding the Next Big Thing
MichaelBowman, PhD
Munay State UniversitY

Organizations and individuals around the
worid spend biliions of dollars each year
providing and using information technology'
New capabilities, standards, and products
appear every day. Many involve incompatible or even competing specifications and
interfaces. Remember VHS versus Betamax?
How about Blu-ray versus HD DVD? 'rA4-rich
technology is the right choice for you or
your organization? Working with ACUTA,
researchers at Murray State University (MSU)
collected and analyzed scientific, academic,
industry, and popuiar data in order to predict
technology trends. The target timeframe for
the predictions was two to five years.

If this were an easy task, readily approachwith a standard scientific method, making IT investments would be much simpler'
There have been many famous technology
forecast blunders, such as Tom Watson, chair-

able

man of IBM, stating in 1943, "I think there is
a market for maybe five computers," and Bill
Gates, Microsoft, in 198 1 saying, "640K ought
to be enough for everyone." The predictions
that follow are personal opinion about the
most important technology trends for the
next two to five years (your results may vary)'
Methodology

4
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viable and important technology trend' As
an example, the concept of cloud computing
appeared in one or two articles in technology
publications more than five years ago. One or
two years later, it might have been in 10 articles

a

per year. Currently, the phrase cloud computlng probably aPpears in 100 articles per week'

This kind ofprogression is a clear indicator of
emerging importance. The trick is to identify
the emerging trends early and know which are

important.
The three student research assistants-Josh
Stump, Stefan Bischoff, and Jeffrey Kaletawere challenged with proposing and developing

their own innovative approaches to supporting,
improving, or refuting the author's predictions'
Each student designed and implemented an
approach that took the lead researcher's input
and generated some level of confirmation or
rejection of the Predictions.

In addition to my own literature review,
about 75 students in MSU computer science
and networking classes were asked to nominate
and vote on proposals for "the next big thing"
in IT. Their opinions are factored into the pre-

Before describing what was done, it is important to stress what the methodology was not'

dictions that follow.

This project was not a formal, highly funded
modeling or simuiation-based effort such
as wouid typically be done by government,
military, or investment/market researchers'
In this case, a variety of relatively informal
approaches was used to collect and assess
information to forecast the most important
emerging technology trends based on a fairly

Technology Trend Predictions

rigorous review of available information,
inciuding forecasts made by industry sources,
such as Gartner Inc'r

1

A basic but essential analytical assumption was that the more often a technology
term appeared in literature, on the Web, or
in a conversation, the more likely it was to be

Technology n Higher Educalion

The fifteen items listed are the top new technologies, approaches, standards, or issues
identified by the project. They are listed in their
relative order of importance based on either
their expected impact or how quickly they will
become a currenl hot toPic.
1. Cloud computing and its variations. Cioud
computing is the concept of computing and IT
resources being positioned in the Internet or an
intranet "cloud," rather than owned and oper-

ated locally. This topic cannot be discussed without
an introduc_
tion of the many variations, such as private clouds, public
clouds,
hybrid clouds, open cloud, cloud storage, agile infrastructure,

and

real-time infrastructure.

2.Yirtualization. Running multiple iterations of one or more
operating systems on or from a single powerful computing
plat_
form is the modern, popular definition of virtualization.
Multiple

virtualization systems, software, and approaches exist,
and many

organizations are moving quickly to virtualize their computing
environments.

Mobile computing. Mobile computing is the use of mobile
and
handheld devices as the primary computing platform
of choice.
3.

Mobile devices combine communications and computing
power
in a single device, and whether we use a cellular network,
WiFi, or
Bluetooth, many more of us are staying connected to the
world
through mobile computing. Mobile computing is also
how advertisers and cyber criminals want to connect with us!

9. Context-aware computing. Context_aware computing
is a con_
cept that combines many of our top 15 topics. The primary
idea
is that our mobile computing devices

will know our location,
our interests, our typical activities, and the current time and
will
automatically prompt us about opportunities or issues in
a timely
and context-aware manner. Imagine walking down the
street and
having your cell phone remind you it is lunch time, offering
direc_
tions to a local restaurant, and offering a discount coupon
for your
favorite meal at the restaurant.
10. E-health records. Mandated by a variety of
national and local
laws and regulations, our medical records are being
digitized and
made available for collaborative medical efforts via networks.

Along with the opportunity for portability and collaboration
come

requirementstoensuresecurity,accLlracy'andprivacy.>

4. Social networks and their application. Social net_
working, and all the related interaction, advertisement,
gaming, and cybercrime, appears to be the killer
app of
the Internet age. Everyone, from preteens to B0_year_old

seniors, is staying involved with friends, family, and
com_
munities through social networks.
5. Wireless

networks. End users expect wireless access to
the Internet from everywhere, and IT providers are
work_
ing hard to deliver it. This includes the family of IEEE
802.11 WiFi standards, 802.16 WiMAX, and the
emerging
Long Term Evolution (LIE) standard.
6. Collaborative computing and collaboration tools.

Like a trip down memory lane back to the days of
Lotus
Notes,2 many product developers, service providers,
and
endusers are again talking about the importance of col_

laborative effort now supported by mobile computing
and communications platforms.
7. Green IT. Green IT is providing and using computing
and communications with a focus on being en.,ri.on-en_
tally friendly. With rising energy and environmental costs,
Green IT is (and always has been) a smart business move.
8. Computer games and online gaming. Game play
on
computers, game consoles, and the Internet now rivals

industry profits from movies/motion pictures.3 Even the
simplest, single-player games on the market today usu_
ally require Internet connectivity for license verification
and sale of extra content before a game can be played.
This is an important topic for both the time and network
bandwidth consumed. It is also an emerging venue for
cybercrime.
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more that official documentation and records
go digital, the more likely it is that these e-records will be required
by courts. eDiscovery is the formal retrieval and presentation of
electronic records, such as text messages and e-mail, for use by the
11. eDiscovery. The

legal system.

Cybercrime. All of our computing and communications topwhere
ics include an increased exposure to cybercrime' Crooks go
and
online
are
opportunity
and
money
today
the money is, and
mobile.
13. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)' A topic long researched
Rather
by the military, MANET is coming to commercial products'
dedicated
other
and
points
access
wireless
than rely on dedicated
networking devices, end-user mobile devices will interact and
cooperate to extend communications services out to remote users'
12.

Software-defined radios (SDRs). Another topic long
researched by the military, SDR could revolutionize communications interfaces and interoperability. Rather than a communica14.

tions device having a limited, hardwired capability to communicate
permit a
on certain frequencies with certain protocols, SDR would
formats
of
range
single device to communicate in a much broader
and protocols by switching between software components'
15. Solid-state memory and storage' The era of rotating-disc-based
technolomass storage is rapidly coming to a close' The solid-state

becomirg t.r, expensive and denser and will soon replace the much less
reiiable disc-based storage that we have used for six decades'
gy that makes USB

thumb drives possible and affordable

is

Summary of Becommendations
Each of these topics is likely to have some importance

for every

ACUTAmember.Whiieallthedatacollection,analysis,andreporting done within this project has been done with ACUTA members
in mind, the following paragraphs summarize advice and forecasts
specifically for the ACUTA membership'
Wireless access eveqrwhere, with full Internet access to and
from handheld and larger devices, will be expected as the mini-

Students and SuPPorting Projects
This ACUTA project served as a wonderful opportunity to
spawn and motivate student-designed and -executed research'
While their projects warrant publication of academic papers
on their efforts, it is also appropriate to mention them here'
science
|osh Stump is an MSU undergraduate computer
major. To suPport this project, he created a series of automated
online search Programs that, with a single mouse click, would
execute multiple complex searches of the Internet for the
technology terms that this research produced' |osh's program
used advanced features of Google's search engine to indicate
how popular a particular term was with regard to how many

"hits" it produced. Since the Google search engine does not
encourage automated searches, development of these programs required coordination with Google and some complex
programming approaches'
Stefan Bischoff and Jeffrey Kaleta were MSU graduate
information system students who both recently completed
their degrees. Stefan took the initial technology terms the
research produced and created a database that stored the
terms and their synonyms, as well as the relationships between
terms that were identilied over time. Stefan also produced the
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complex multiline search terms that were used in our automated
Google searches.

A search for cloud comPutingProvides a powerful example of
the importance of doing a proper search of the Internet' Search20
ingfor cloud computing (without quote marks) results in over
,.,ilho, hits-most of which are not useful items' Simply adding
quote marks and searching fot " cloud computind' still produces

over 10 million hits' A properly formatted search string that
includes synonyms and excludes certain unrelated words reduces
the results to 950 hits, which are almost all useful information'
of the technology
Jeff Kaleta created a relational database
project and then
the
by
produced
were
terms and sources that
developed data-mining routines that examined the information to extract relationships between the terms' An example of a
prorelationship between technology terms that his data mining
mobile
and
applications
duced is the link between context-aware

computing. A publication that had an article on context-aware
.ornprrtl.tg on a particular date was very likely to have an article
were
on mobile computing in the same edition, and both terms
the
included
also
likely to appear in both articles. Jeff's research
the
on
forecasting
development of relationship models that allow
rise or decline in popularity of the terms'

mum standard by users. If your campus and service providers
do not offer this, you will be at a competitive disadvantage. WiFi

users are beginning to expect, their medical records to be digital,
mobile, and available everyr,vhere, while never having their security

variants will continue to get better and cheaper but probably will
still not provide the long-range coverage you would like in the
next five years. WiMAX (IEEE 802.16) has finally become a viable
longer-range wireless option in terms of product availability; but if
you go this route noq you may be buying into as dead a standard
as Betamax tapes. The emergir.rg

WiMAX before it

is

LIE wireless standard may kill

widely adopted.

Your wireless coverage will soon need to support rlore complex
and bandwidth-intensive applications. Wireless access to social
netr,vorking, context-aware applications, mobile gaming, and elec_
tronic wallet capabilities will be expected on every campus within
five years.

While expanding your wireless networks, also expect to adopt
IPv6 to some extent during the next five years. Most of the IT

and privacy violated.
Michael Bowman, PhD, is an associate professor at Murray State University.
Reach him at michael.bowman @ murraystate.edu.
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equipment you buy today is Ipv6 ready, and some of your campus
IT systems may already be using it, whether or not you are aware
of it. You will not be able to acquire significant blocks of Ipv4
addresses after 2010.

It won't be common soon, but perhaps by the end of the next
five years, your users'mobile devices may be able to help you
with your wireless coverage problems. Mobile ad hoc network_
ing (MANET) has been researched and tested for many years, but
device manufacturers may soon routinely include this capability
in their mobile devices. If you allow it, users, devices that are out
of direct range of your rvireless access points could be assisted by
other users who are within range, facilitating the relay of the dis_
tant users'data to and from your wireless access points.

over the past decade. Tiaditional phones, fo, e"umpt.,
inow dead, and nonmobile VolP is simply a

doing more with less. CIoud computing, virtualization, green I!
and solid-state memory and storage are all technology trends that
have the potential to save you money while enhancing capabilities.
Cybercrime may be one of the most important issues of the
Although users will demand unlimited wireless access
and complex mobile computing and communications capabilities,
they will also expect safety, security, and privacy. The criminals of
the worid know that there is money to be made on the Internet
and through your wireless networks.
21st ce,tury.

If you fail to provide safety, security, and privacy in your IT
environment, your networks and computers can become crime
scenes subject to eDiscovery that can cost you millions of dollars
and damage your reputation. Your IT environment and security/

privacy requirements rvill become more complex because of steady
progress on e-health records. The government is requiring, and

:,.:,:::tt:a::,:,t.,.::a,,,

college students today. Over the long run, we also see ...,..,,,,,,,
,:'traditional cable TV going the way of the landlines. f .orn ,,,,,
' our perspective, the future ofresidential technology will be
centered around bandwidth and mobility.

1,r,1,for

Enhanced computing and network environn-rents will be
expected from your users, while your budgets will remain flat_or
even go down. Some of the latest technology trends can support

aigl,ll:l.t,t1:t:

non-starter

.
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Considering the rising call for pervasive wireless cover_
and increasing bandwidth consumption, all of our
partners are now being transitioned to the most robust
802.t1n wireless standard to meet the scale of present and
age

..1.:'futurestudentdemand'oneoftheuniquethingsweare
,,,,, doing in this area is enabling multicast
l,:1,;;lthe

ri.l.o tolrrn o,r..

wireless network. We are also working on

bridging

..:............:

'.':l:.1studentce11ularusewiththecampusnetwork.W.';;

1,r,:l.pgrimented with everything from smali femtocells to full, ittlllllit:ti
t,,::.,r.:$;.ab
carrier towers. Our primary focus is on innovation:u,.r,,,,:i,::.:.,.
:i,t

i:::rthat

will tie student

,,1,,,11,:.tllhd,p,ampus

use of mobile and cellular tecfrno1Os,,l:rll,11111
network in ways that are both meaning&dr,',,,,1i:.:,

l.l.ir.,t6,1}reitliv€rsity from a cost-value perspective
r',i,,:i,rtirtttq:ituddnts who wanr to rake advantag.
::,:'rrtltath{d1i11.!}withoul,sac{ficing
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Money and Mobile Access Challenge
Community Colleges
Curt Harler
Contributing Editor

ACUTA members lead the communications
revolutions on their campuses. However,
sometimes the job simply calls for providing more of the same thing and doing a
better job of it. Perhaps nowhere in higher
education is the challenge more acute than

No doubt, there is a Pile of new technology building blocks rumbling across
campuses. Among the biggest is the rush of
mobile devices.

community colleges' Resources are Iimited. The IT departments are small. Yet the
teachers and students have the same expec-

"It's almost impossible to keep up with the
flood of mobile devices people carry these

tations for connectivity' communications,
and applications as clients have on every

says

other campus.

(TCC), Tacoma, Washington. He notes the
growth of smartphones, iPads, and similar
devices. "There are so many different types,
and they change so frequentlyi'he points
out. Faculty and students want to be abie
to connect with the "flavor of the month"
device, and keeping connectivity and security at acceptable levels Presents another

at

In keeping with the theme "Great
Expectations: Applications in Demand on
Tomorrow's Campus," the Journal asked
several campus leaders at Tier I colleges
(2,500 students and fewer) what they are
doing now and what their crystal balls
show as the applications and technology
that students, faculty, and staff will want in
the coming years.

"The interesting question that rolls
around in my mind is, How do I meet the
needs of the population I support with the
staff I currently employ?" says Stephen A.
Vieira, chief information officer and executive director of information technology at
the Community College of Rhode Island
in Warwick. "The people in my department are great, but IT is a lifelong learning
experience of immense proportions, and
the new demands are growing faster than
perhaps we can all learn.

"I hear more concerns about IT folks
learning one step before students and of
faculty being challenged to keep up with
the technology. There is no end in sight,
and if you stop learning, you become fossilized and unable to support the new kids on
the block," Vieira saYs.
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The Mobile Flood

days and want to attach to the network,"

Gary Sigmen, director of information

systems for Tacoma

Community Coilege

challenge.

TCC runs a Microsoft network with
PCs on campus. A11 users have to authenticate to get into the trusted part of the network.'As far as what they use to access the
network, that's uP to them," Sigmen says.
TCC has a diverse student population
a sizable population of students from
Asian countries on campus. So their website offers students a range of languages
from Spanish and German versions to

with

Chinese, Arabic, Vietnamese, and Bahasa
Indonesian. New technology is nearly uni-

versai-so what

an American student wants

to use, a lapanese student will also want to
use to access the network.
One of Sigmen's biggest fears is that the

mobile technology will become a new vector for viruses or malicious attacks on the
network. "We've seen few attacks so far, but
it is likeiy the threats will growj'he says.

One of the goals for Thomas Lovince,
assistant vice chancellor and CIO at Del_
gado Community College, New Orleans,
Louisiana, is to incorporate that cellular
and wireless technology into the campus
network. "We work closely with the student

government association,,, Lovince says.,.The
students want technology to share content
and project things from the Internet
into the
classroom setting,,, he says.
The school is in the middle of a mar.or
relention program, and part of that is giv_
ing the student body the access they need
to
information-when and where they want it.
"We want to do data mining and
analy_
tics to determine call flow,,,Lovince says.
They are upgrading their Avaya switch
to

handle call-center functions. .,We now
be provided

will

with information on who the

students are calling, when they call, and
how
they are provided with information,,,he
continues. This hearkens back to the access

issue-directing students to information
as
quickly as possible, no matter what portal
they use.
For those involved with technology in the
classroom, the applications Vieira expects
to
be in highest demand are streaming
video,
lecture capture, and mobile use of the learn_

ing management systems. For those not
involved in the classroom, he sees a booming
demand for anything that makes schedul_
ing and communications more effective
and
possibly involved with mobility. For
staff

will be any

processes (imaging, voice driven,

automated reporting) that would alleviate
anything manual. He also sees demand for
digital transfer of information from integra_
tion of existing applications and anything
involving single sign-on capabilities and
more one-stop shopping.
"Faculty also would be looking for
ways to streamline grading, grade
changes,
attendance recording, wait listing, student
progress tracking, and overload permission,,,
Vieira says.

All of that means demand for band_
width. "Demand to access data on and off
campus is a big driver," Lovince says.
Delgado is growing at a l0 percent
annual clip. "Couple that with us trying
to be efficient with classroom space and
the growth for distance learning, and we
need more bandwidth,,, he says. The school
has three campuses and another 20 learn_
ing centers that range from simple access

points to the fire school and nursing school.
Their ERP (enterprise resource plan_
ning) application also is coming under
pressure and will be upgraded. They use
it for everything from human resources to

payroll to student registration.
"We want richer reporting capability,
access to data mining, and more analytics,,,

Lovince

says.

Add Social Networking

Students-and staff-love anything that
allows them to communicate in the social
network and provides greater feedback on
how they are doing in comparison to others.
use

"The expectation is that students will
mobile technology for just about any_

thing they use a laptop or computing lab to
acquire today," Vieira says. He expects them
to want immediate and.,always on,, capabili_
information they
need to be successful.
ties to get the tools and

"Their expectations continue to grow
based upon their experiences with so many
online vendors with whom they come in

contact," Vieira says. .,The growing question
will be, If I can get this service outside of
campus, why can't I get it on campus? Natu_

rally the challenge then becomes how to best

yilT-A - We Make Buying Easy!
515 N. Washington Ave.Suite 405
Saginaw, MI48607
Toll Free: 888-964-2227
www. mictatech.org
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nfp,.
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agreements that are maae availitie to
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att

utilize the drvindling human and capital
resources u4-rile maintaining the campus
identity."
The flexibility of the social netrvork and
the growing body ol mobile applications
that can be easily dropped onto myriad
handheld devices clearly deiineate the

mobile devices and the state of being constantly connected are absolutely vital'
"The virtual environment in u'hich they
makes
are alrvays on ancl ahvays in contact
their lir.es viable for them' They simplv
could not conten-rplate not being part of
everything that is happening exactlv when

direction that IT in higher education must
follow, Vieira says. "supporting these tools
as in any primordial heap, boistering
-and
the select group of survivors rvhile searching out the pool ol incoming new candirlates of

favorites-will keep iT busy in ser-

vicing the stu<lent population," he predicts'
"students don't r'vant to be tethered to
the delivery of technology' They are'on the
go'j'Vieira says. With so many activities and

in their lives, and so little free time
with which to engage, immediate and reliable feedback and constant states ofbeing
online force this new strealn' As a parent
events

ol

tr,vo 20-somethings,

Funding at communitY colleges is
tighter than a marching band drumhead'
"We have no nroney," sigmen says' Tacoma
-'vas cut by $2
Community College's budget

it is l-rappening," Vieira says' So students are
about
going to demand to knorv everything
offered
anything
and
,rr.oo,rdings
th.i.
thror.rgh the college as quickly as it occurs
to
ancl to have the information delivered
are'
theY
them wherever

In
took
the latest round of budgets, the state
lurther
$1.2 miliion back and announced a
In
year'
fiscai
next
the
for
of
cut
$800,000

million from $33 million two

years ago'

fact, the management at TCC is Iiscally
conservative, rvhich has allowed budget
l3ut
cr-rts by attrition rather than firings'

Mountains to Climb

Pr,,viding allylinle/all)'where rccess i' a
huge challenge tbr any college' "I read all
the journals, and I don't see where anyone
"Even the big'
has a solution," Sigmen says'
well-funded, four-year colleges don't seem

when a college sees 86 percent of its budget
up
go to salaries, there is no way to make
the difference in technologY'
he thinks finding moneY
looking at everything IT
to
comes dot'n
new technology, stu'Cent
or
does-legacy
service or instruction, ERP or LMS--and
evaluating r,vhether someone else could
provide the service both cheaper ancl more

Vieira

saYs

to have a soiution."

Vieira knorvs that

college
$30 Million Project at Kirkwood community
Mark Zuber, telecommunications specialist

Kirkwood Community College in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, found himself in the middle

at

of a $30 million project this past year' As
part of its teaching mission, and to attract
corporate and academic meetings, KCC
planned a four-star hotel for the campus'
The 71-room Hotel at Kirkwood Center
was a "pretty aggressive" project, Zuber
says.

But theY Pulled it off.

Zuber broke down the project into three
parts, which basically included providing
telephony to the hotel, the requisite inhouse systems, and a premium experience
to those at the hotel.
"Everyone's handhelds have to connect
or else the guests will not have a good experience," Zuber says. "Providing in-building
connectivity is part of the service"' Five

major cellular providers-Al&l Sprint'
T-Mobile, US Cellular, and Verizon-have
antennas on the roof of the hotel'
"When You have a couPle of hundred
people ro11 out of a conference on break'
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they'll alt flip open their phones' That has
to be a positive experiencej'Zuber states'
KCC's solution is the in-building InterReach Fusion wireless system from ADC'
The firm designed a distributed antenna
system (DAS) consisting of one mini hub'
three expansion hubs, and 13 remote
by
antenna units (ItAUs). The system is fed
donor antennas placed on the roof of the

hotel. Deployed as part of a major technology program that KCC calls the Kirkwood
Features Initiative (KFI), this is a bigcollege solution. Schools like Duke' Michigu, S,ut", and Stanford have deployed similar systems'
The hotel is served by an Avaya switch
that sits in the same room as the legacy
Fujitsu 9600XL. "The hotel sits on camPus

but is insulated from the main serversj'
Zuber exPlains.
Even the

trunking is independent' com-

ing in from the south side of campus rather
a
than the north end. Service is provided by
separate vendor.

Wlnrerzoro ACUTAJournaloilnlormatloncommunlcationsTechnologyinHlghelEducaton

"The students on campus are covered
with a redundant databasei'Zuber says'
While the hotel is delinitely guestfocused, it sits on campus and is intended
learning experience. Features offered to
hotel guests can be expanded to the rest of
the campus through its fiber network'
as a

"The tough part-negotiations with the
carriers-is done," Zuber says' "Now we can
expand the network."

With the increase in nonstudent guests
expected on campus, the security system
hu, b..r, beefed up, too' "We've ad'Ced blue
light phones around campus," Zuber says'
Down the road they may go to digital sig-

information
population'
student
the
and
guests
both
to

nage to provide all manner of

KCC is fortunate to have the $30 milIion budget for its hotel project' M/hile it is
expected to self-amortize over several years'
funding remains the overriding concern at

communitY colleges.

"In those

areas where

it

is evident that

can be done better than we are doing
it, alternatives must be analyzed and followed," Vieira says.

it

"New funding and new human capital is
not suddenly going to be available," Vieira

many rooms to provide what the student
association has requested. Especially
aggressive are the students from the Nurs-

ing School. "They want content, lectures,
and even their tests online," Lovince says.

"The new reality says that large
development shops will be diffrcult to sustain. Buying what you can build will be the
only viable option for those where highereducation funding continues to take hits:'

Delgado is starting to roll out its first
virtual desktop environment, based on a
Citrix server. "It will serve 80 students on

Vieira recommends researching what
others in higher education are doing and
coming to conclusions about what is best
for their particular institution. "Look for
high-impact practices that will truly deliver
better service while saving dwindling

on the server."

funds," he advises.

tium

They say it is an ill wind that blows
no good. In New Orleans, Delgado was
slammed five years ago by the illest of
winds, Hurricane Katrina. But now, the

For one thing, Sigmen says, they share apps.

FEMA Recovery Fund is helping the school
make the leap to a modern network.

34 member colleges," Sigmen adds. This

states.

"We've started to repurpose a lot of the
classroom space," Lovince says. "Classes
have to be smart, have to have access (to the

Internet)."

the main campus," Lovince says. "lt will
have thin clients for accessing applications
He notes this was pushed by facultY
who did not want to continue to have to
load solutions onto desktops. "We're finding the right fit," Lovince says.
However, the Washington IT consordoes

find ways to leverage resources.

"We write a lot of our own SQL and
Dot Net apps here," he says. "We have a
movement in state to share apps among the
allows everyone to benefit from the small
programs that make life easier and handier.
More Technology Needs

"Business intelligence reporting for a1i
would be vital to provide in immedi-

Vieira expects supPort for e-books
grow
as expenses for texts rise. "Betl-er
to
means of organizing instructional materials
through content management systems and
repositories for sharing and collaboralion
would also be desirable features," he s;Lys.
Collaborative work spaces for sharing information of all media types with
students and other faculty will continue to
grow in demand. "Virtual contact apprlications that allow outside-of-classroom interaction with faculty and students has highest
impact potential in higher education. A
convergence of voice, data, and video networks will need to be provided for those
who will exercise the multitude of mobile
and personai devices available and pervasive on campus on a 2417

"C)ne area where we struggle is the

whole idea of evaluating whether it is better
to build an infrastructure of high availability, redundancy, and immediate fail-over
versus shifting this responsibiliti, to a host
of vendors out in the cloud who migh.t be
able to better handle the expense and maintenance of such a requirement," Vieira says.

"The best get-started strategy is to get
started now self evaluating the servicr:s
and support delivered to the campus,"
Viere says. "Review existing service le".el
agreements and establish delivery goals

with constituents to set an objective p,laying field. When those levels get too high
.

or when resources become unavailable, the
strategy should be in place for how best to
translorm the lT department to continue
its effectiveness," he concludes.
Curl Harler is a contributing editor to the Journal
Reach him at curt@cudharler,com.
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uninterrupted

basis," Vieira says.

"Those organizations that becomer
most inflexible will be those who are hardpressed to respond to future challenges,"
Vieira says.

rr.,'lFully managed

',,,:,,,,:,;,:';,t,:y\1{:9lL,1.etc.com.

required," Vieira says.

Another broader, but nagging, querstion
is whether IT has the capability of being
all things to a1i constituents and how this
model becomes sustainable in the future.

Where's Your Focus for
the Future, 911 ETC?
E9i 1 service for school campuses has always been importatt ',";,,'
,, to have in place; legislation is now putting some teeth into the urgency of it
by placing responsibility and Iiability directly upon schools and businesses. In
September 2010, the FCC adopted a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
and Notice of Inquiry to investigate ways to improve the 911 location information capabilities for both existing and new communication technologies.
Sixteen states have E911 legislation in place, and five more have it pending. At
the same time that responsibiiity is being placed on colleges and universities,
emerging technologies are making it more difficult to navigate E91 1 . Consider
hybrid scenarios of multiline telephone systems and VoIR on-site notification
capabilities, soft-phone provisioning, or even multisite universities that have
adopted IP telephony across a robust WAN. 911 ETC's founding mission in 1997
to assist organizations in ensuring the E91 1 safety of their campuses, and
,:.,::,,1*l
t',1:t:that goal continues to drive the company today. Addressing the list of emergiii*::.r:
,,,,iec-haologies above, we have recently introduced products that manage Vo!P.:,,Ai*'::':
softphone provisioning. For inlormation about what could be next, visit us at

without request. On-deman<l
reportir.rg of dynamic data would also be
ate mode

To that end, Delgado is reengineering

Bobby Fong, PhD
President, Butler University

ACUTA: The college experience of the
21st centuryincreasinglyrevolves around
technology, not iust socially but academically and administratively aswell. How
does Butler make decisions about which
technologies or devices to support? How
does Butler balance the need to support
Dr. Bobby Fong became the 20th president of Butler
Universitv in 2001 . At the time he assumed the
presidencv, he was one of only 20 Asian American
collegc presidents in the countrr.'.
Fong grew up in Chinatown in Oakland, Calif. He
attended Harvard UniversitS lvhere he graduated
magna cum laude in 1973 with a bachelor's degree
in English. Following graduation, Fong returned to
Calilbrnia to earn a doctorate in English Literature
from UCLA in 1978.
Fong began his academic career at Berea College in
Kentuck\,, where he taught frorn 1978- 1989. For his
first sabbatical in 1986, he rvas accepted as a Ful-

bright lecturer in China. Before he rvas able to go to
China, hou,ever, the Chinese government canceled
its participation in the Fulbright program. \.V1-rat initially appeared

as a setback turned out to be a career
crossroads when Fong became a National Fe[low
and assistant program director for the Association of
American Colleges in \\,ashington, D.C.

Fong then returned to Berea, but left two years later
to become professor ofEnglish and dean ofarts and
humanities at Hope College in Holland, Michigan.
.ln 1 995, Fong accepted a position as dean of the
faculty and professor of English at Hamilton College
in Clinton, Nerv York, r,vhich he hetd until 2001.

During his tenure at Butler, Fong has led the univerto unprecedented heights, including recordbreaking fundraising in the ButlerRising Human
Capital Campaign, which ended in May 2009 with
nearly 9154 milliolr in gifts and pledges.
sit1,

Throughout Fong's administration, the university
has had numerous achievements, inch.rding consecutive balanced budgets, a doubling of endowment,

successful completion of one live-year strategic plan
and beginning implementation of another, as well as
the construction of needed carnpus infrastructure.

In 2008, Fong received the "Man of the year" Award
from the Center for Lcadership Development's
N{inority Business and Professional Achielers of
lndianapolis.

new technologies or devi.es with the
demands placed on the infrastructure?

disciplines and is being used to create standalone learning opportunities for faculty,
staff, and students.
New technology requests are considered

within the need to balance the budget. we
balance competing needs to stay near the
leading edge-not the bleeding edge-of
technology.

Dr. Fong: Butier has several committees
that help guide the decisions on technoloand smart phones, enhance the education_
gies in which it invests and for which it
^r experience-or
^"
aI
do they?
provides support.
Dr. Fong: They do. It's a matter of figurThree of these committees have responing out how to leverage their use in the
sibility, respectively, for governing adminisclassroom. For example, faculty are using
trative computing, for governing academic
a virtual clicker system to gather feedback
computing and infrastructure, and for
during class.
guiding the adoption of new technologies
Six faculty members are participating
and emerging trends by providing input
in
an
innovative teaching project involvon the needs of students and the effectiveing
iPads
in the classroom. Through the
ness of our technology in their lives. A
fourth group of technology-support people lenses of their particular disciplines, they
are investigating how access to information
found in departments across campus have
via mobile devices can shape the students'
responsibility for daily technical issues.
understanding ofthe subject. lFind details
Finally, the vice presidents and I determine
at
r'r,,ww.butler. edu/information-technolo gyl
strategic directions.
training-workshopsi faculty-development. ]
We are always evaluating existing techThey enhance the educational experience by
nologies for effectiveness. Ifa technology is
making the classroom more personal, a1loweffective, we continue to invest in it. That
ing them to take the classroom r.vherever
which has marginal value or is just serving

ffY#;i.'J-tt:ffi;".'":iTrHll

the few is removed from the portfolio, freeing up people and money for other activities.
We invest

in new technologies that

offer the greatest promise of benefiting the
teachingilearning mission or that facilitate
communication and collaboration. Obviously, we cannot pursue all new technologies, so we must be selective.

they go.

ACUTA: What role does the Information
Communications Technology department
play in the strategic planning process at
Butler? Although the Emerging Technologies Committee was only recently developed, could you share any lessons learned

or success stories?

Dr. Fong: Our current strategic plan
For example. we recently invested in a
addresses nine priorities and Jg recomvideo-capture solution that allows faculty
mendations. Information Technology staff
to record their classroom activities,so-that
have been working with each ofthe nine
students can better review material after
crass, prepare ror exams

";;;J; ;;";,'#:

"".?.Ti}ffi:;'Jli"Hf##ffjj[i"'

ous content areas. This system is also supstrategic plan as part of our campus straPorting sma11-group discussion in various
ACUTAJournalollnformationCommuncalronsTechnoogyinHgherEOucaton
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tegic planning. They have completed this
task with the help of a campuswide team
consisting of faculty, students, and staff
from a wide cross-section of campus. Daily,

IT

is

iPad technology promotes "network" material sharing and mobility while collecting
data, interviews, surveys, and other infor-

mation needed to fulfill assignments.

working with all departments across

The CUE is also working to develoP

campus to help them achieve their goals,
both strategic and Iocal.

series of smartphone apps, called

The Emerging Technology GrouP,
which is in its second year, funded the
teaching innovation project that supplies

the heart of Indian Apps is a computer
platform that links smart Phones and

20 iPads to faculty for exploration. [See
details on the Emerging Technology Group
at www.butler.edu/center-academic-tech-

nology/center-for-academic-technology/
emerging-technology. ] The following three
projects were piloted during the 2010 fall

a

"Indian
Apps" through its Rain Barrel project. At

handheld devices to citywide databases that
can then be openly accessed and updated
by the public for data compilation. Use of
iPads by course participants may allow for a
beta testing launch of this aPP.

.

Larry Lad, College of Business: Two
assignments were proposed for two sec-

semester:

tions of MG 490, one with iPad and one

.

Andrea Gullickson, Music: Ear training and sight singing assists students to
develop skills that integrate knowledge of
music theory with the art of making music.
Incorporation of certain applications
(Karajan Pro, Do Re Mi, Virtuoso) provides

without:

multi-sensory and small-group approach
to class exercises. Rather than solely aural
identification of an interval, use of the iPad
allows students to identifr the interval and
also see the piano keys associated with the

beyond using PCs and library resources.
Initial questions to address include the following: What will the iPad do to encourage
more in-depth analysis and exploration?
Will the use of a control group create competition between sections? Beyond the nov-

a

enhancing the experience of
visual learners and adding a useful tactile
component. The iPad Promotes collaboration outside of class and allows students to

interval-both

experience coursework on a multi-sensory
level with instant feedback, which reduces

anxiety of those with no previous experience with theory and/or aural training.

.

Marjorie Hennessy, Center for Urban

Ecology (CUE): The iPads are incorporated
into the Environmental Practicum course
where students work with community partners, stakeholders, and experts. This pro.iect
is specifically slated to work

with "Lights

out Indy," a nonprofit that collaborates with
building managers in downtown Indy to
resolve an urban ecological issue-window
strikes and mortality of migratory birds in
downtown areas due to night lighting. The
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a two-week

"state-of-the-world"

analysis and presentation, and a one-week
kick off to the culminating analysis and
presentation project. The course will function as a case study between a control and
a test grouP

to explore the depth of inquiry

elty of this tool, what new types of inquiry
does

it

encourage? Students

will likely

discover some unexpected or unplanned
learning with the technology. Faculty
will acquire new ideas for teaching from
observing the students as they utilize the
technology.
As part of the master Plan, IT looks
for ways it can contribute to professional

development of faculty using technology.
Developing human capital is as important
as investing in capital.
ACUTA: Duringthe difficult months
we've endured recently, how has Butler
handled the impact of the economy on the
need to upgrade and expand technology
on your campus? Have you had to make
major changes to the infrastructure, or do

WinrerzOlO ACuTAJournalollnformationCommunicalionsTechnologyinHigherEducatiof

you anticipate such an investment in the
near future?
Dr. Fong: We have been looking for ways
to deal with the financial impacts that have
befallen all of us over the past few years.
One thing we have done is reduce technologies that are not valued or being used
significantly, such as dorm room phones.
Most students have cell phones today, so we

now offer landlines as an oPtion.
The savings from this initiative allowed
us to make moderate investments in areas
that the campus values-such things as
wireless in the residence halls and class-

room mediation.
We also looked for ways to get the same

or better service at a better price point.
For example, we joined a state higher:
ed network to get Internet services at a
significantly faster speed, but at the same
price. We also look for "free" services where
appropriate, such as Skype and Google
docs.

In addition, we have postPoned 75
percent of faculty and staff desktop refreshment for one year rather than cut other
services that the students rely upon.
ACUTA: What is the place of collaborative
learning in the future of higher education? How can technology facilitate the
increasingly collaborative learning style
of today's students?
Dr. Fong: We know that students value
shared learning and want to co-create
content with other students and faculty.
Technology facilitates access to resources
and information, creating an integrated
learning environment. Students can work
virtually anl,lvhere on campus, gather in
social spaces, or work together in residence
halls and do so "just in time" or when they
want to do so.
Some faculty have been experimenting with videoconferencing tools alklwing
them to bring people from around the
world into their classrooms or group dis-

cussions. We have also used Skype to interview potential faculty and saved money and
time on travel expenses. We are looking at
ways to use teleconferencing for students
who may want to contact employers who

system for emergencies that reaches desk
phones, ceil phones, and home phones via
e-mail, paging, and testing. Notifications

for training than today's students who have
been technologically literate since about the

go right to phones ofthose students who
have integrated voicemail and e-mail.

students are.

are far away.

ACUTA: How does technology support
effective governance at Butler? What
technology applications do you find most
useful in carrying out your leadership and
governance responsibilities?
Dr. Fong: Blackboard enables us to provide
access to Faculty Senate agendas and minutes. The Board also has an intranet website for trustees. For Board meetings, we
distribute flash drives instead of hard-copy
documents as much as possible, although
many trustees are still more comfortable
with paper. That seems to be a generational
thing, and obviously we are in a period of
transition.
The lnternet has been very important
in our communications with alumni and
friends of the university. For years we have
printed a quarterly alum magazine. Now,

I can do

a

We

perform regular security audits, and

IT recently launched an awareness campaign to help educate people on important
issues. We caution them about such things
as posting their social security number and
other privacy issues. We regularly invest in
technologies to protect, audit, and alert the
campus to potentially harmful practices.
ACUTA: What exciting technological
innovations are on the horizon for Butler?
Is there any special technology-related
project underway that you could describe

for

4th grade. We are badly behind where the

Our master plan expands our mobile
computing investment to help faculty
and students learn anl.where on campus.
It includes investments in collaborative
technologies to help bring people together
where time or geography otherwise get in
the way.
We have developed a virtual

tion commons,

informa-

student-led training and
professional development program that
supports academic achievement by providing information and technology literacy
training through the use of technology.

us?

a

Butler has many innovative programs

Dr. Fong: Most important is the technology
master plan. It outlines a shared vision of
technology at Butler and an investment in
tools and training to enhance the teaching/
learning experience. We have discovered
that faculty and staff have a greater need

in place, and technology is enabling us to
do exciting things in terms of teaching and
learning.
lVlany thanks to Dr. Fong lor sharing his insights and

experiences with us in thrs interview. Visit Butlels
campus at www.butler.edu.

monthly president's perspective

online, which gives me instant response
and has changed the perception of how
accessible

I am.

ACUTA: How significant an issue is security on Butler's campus? In light of various security breaches on other campuses
in recent years, has Butler overhauled
your emergency notification system?
What has been the most effective way to
communicate with large numbers of your
students?

Dr, Fong: We have not experienced a major
security event, but we are always evaluating
and investing in technology, policies, and
procedures to ensure the security of our
people and their data.
The relationship between the Butler
University Police Department and IT is
very strong. We have invested in video
monitoring where appropriate; card access
to buildings; and a multiple notification

roadmap we are pursuing is focused on scalability and assumes ir...-.rt?!,,,,.,,..,,,.,
fit the lumpy nature of an educational institution's capital bu.d",,,,,,,,r,,,:,,,,:l
are adding to our higher capacity dense WDM line in order to provide a
. ....._..
;,,:1.l,S.f,W"
:iiit,,i,le.lear path from I gigabit to 10 gigabit services between campuses and within the
multiplexers
that --'-r
help --'
new
.' ":
systems
!,;f1mpus. We have recently added some unique -^,, .
".::iiilltlt.riiitiiit
-- -^r -'---^ "'^-*'
:iai:lih"re the fiber with Iegacy SONET systems. The move to 10 gigabit links reqqires,,,,,,,..,,,
ion compensation and amplification in many cases, and

l:lt.ffr"

:11,,.11,i"ttAUti.ns that

lding in these areas as well. To assist IT and telecom depa
tt;lof,thgir fiber systems, we have added to our application
gur network design tools to aid our customers in their
.mix

I Gig, 10 Gig, CWDM,

and DWDM tech
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A Business Perspective on Hosted
Communications
Gary Audin
Delphi, lnc.

Moving to a hosted solution for communications is the next big thing for CIOs to consider.
The hosted solution, usually a cloud-based
offering, offers rapid expansion capability'
flexibility, cost control, and expense reduction.

pool of servers, either dedicated or shared, is a
form of virtualization.t

There are cloud-based IP telephony (IP

tions desired. The financial arrangements for
access can be by the seat, the feature, usage or

PBX), unified messaging (UM), call centers,
and unified communications (UC) services.
The hosted service can also support backup

The first benefit is a controlled and predictable
cost. Reducing costs is almost always the pri-

service) is the umbrella term; CaaS is a subset.
Both can be called cloud or hosted offerings. There are about two dozen competing

definitions for SaaS, and there will be multiple
definitions for CaaS as we1l.
The vaiue of CaaS, or hosted communica-

a

t
What is virtualization? "Virtualization refers to
technologies designed to provide a layer of abstraction between computer hardware systems and the
software running on them. By providing a logical
view of computing resources, rather than a physi
cal view, virtualization solutions make it possible
to do a couple ofvery useful things: They can allow
you, essentially, to trick your operating systems into
thinking that a group of servers is a single pool of
computing resources. And they can allow you to
run multiple operating systems simultaneously on a
single machine." www.cio.com/article/4070 1
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mary driver for considering a hosted solution.
Because the hosted site is shared with many
other subscribers, the overall hardware, software, and operations costs can be prorated over
the subscribing organizations. The hosteil site's
costs benefit

tions, is that the enterprise accesses the services through the Internet to gain use of managed technology services. The enterprise does
not buy hardware (in reality, the enterprise
needs end points and some internal network

/Virtualization-Defi nition-and-Solutions.

serviLces.

Why Look at the Hosted Solution?

SaaS (software as a

to access the services) or software. The use of

provider's charges. The possibility of lower
cost to the enterprise is the big attraction when
considering hosted communications

solution as communica(CaaS),
or communications
as
a
tions
service
in the cloud. How do you define what CaaS
a hosted

for communications?

fee.

is no standard agreement on the service

Service levels may even be improved.

does

At this time there
pricing
model, as pricing models are still evolving;. This
makes it somewhat difficult to compare hosted

unlimited usage, and flat

and recovery for remote offices and deliver
business continuity at a lower cost. Acqu:isition
and support costs can be significantly reduced.

Think of

Communications services are delivered as
common set of features and functions. l'he
enterprise subscribes to the features and funca

from the economy of

scale.

However, there are other advantages that
can accrue to subscribers to hosted

communi-

cations services, including the following:

.

Flexible sizing. The hosted solution can

expand or reduce the number of seats very
quickly. This is especially useful when the number of active seats varies by season or for ,special
events or situations.

.

Business continuity/reliability. The cost

of

high availability may be beyond most bu<lgets. The continued operation when a disaster
occurs, and the rapid recovery of communications services, is often flnar-rcially more affordable

with

a hosted

solution than if the

en

ter-

prise tried to produce the same level of b,Lrsiness

continuity.

.

Staffing. The enterprise information
communications technology (ICT) staff
responsibilities are significantly less with

Table 1. Comparing the Hosted and Internal System Solurions

a hosted solution. The ICT staff can be
smaller and will not require expensive

certification training. The ICT function is
mostly administration.

.

Software. The enterprise does not have
to deal with software subscription fees and
Iicensing costs.
This is the enterprise's problem

.

Management. The enterprise should
not have to allocate significant time to
managing a hosted solution. Management

will

deal

primarily with

a contract that has
very specific deliverables and service level

agreements (SLAs).

.

Features and functions. In many cases,

the enterprise can gain access to features
and functions that are not available on

their existing system/service or that are too
expensive to implement.
lmplementation Models

.

The provider locates the system/solu-

quirements are usually the initial concern.

Here are the business models now in place:

tion on the enterprise premises, charges by
the seat, but manages the system remotely.
The enterprise becomes responsible for
some of the business continuity capabili-

.

ties, as well as power and cooling costs.

marizes the business concerns that must be
considered when comparing the hosted and

.

internal system solutions.

There are several possible business models
for the hosted communications providers.

In a total cloud service, the provider
owns the hardware, software, and network
and has the staff that implements and

A reseller owns nothing but sells cloud
services for one or more providers.

maintains the service.

.

The business model will have a great

The cloud service can be a collection of dedicated or shared servers that
run customer-owned software. Amazon's

influence on the SLAs and acceptable use
policies (AUPs) that an enterprise will

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) platform is a
cloud-based business service that provides

be in jeopardy

resizable computer capacity in the cloud.
Here, the SLA covers the platforms and

network but not the features and functions
offered.

.

Another model is a communications
software vendor operating on another
provider's hardware and network. The
Amazon EC2 service is a candidate to support this model as well.

encounter. The stability of the service may

if the service provider's busimodel is not successful. What if the
hosted provider goes out of business? What
if the provider decides to terminate some
ness

functions and features? The enterprise
should have a backup plan in place in case
any of these situations occur.
Hosted Provider vs. lnternal Solution

It

is quite common that enterprises

This concern is important, but the business
issues will have longerJasting impact on
the solutions acceptability. Thble I sum-

Service Descriptions

There are a number of hosting services
available, with more than 50 providers.

definition of hosted communications. Almost all of the services are
accessed via the Internet. Here are the types
of hosted services available today:
Each has its own

.

IP telephony (IP PBX). The common

features and functions found on alegacy
PBX and newer IP PBXs are offered.

. Unified messaging. This messaging service includes a single store for voice, e-mail,
and fax messages.

look

at the features and functions offered by a
purchased/leased system versus what is of-

.

Presence. This system collects and

manages an individual's status, ability to

fered by a hosted solution. The technical reACUTA Journal of lnlormation Communications Technology in Higher Education Winter 201
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communicate, and preferences for mode of
communication.

.

Call center support. This includes
individual or combined functions such
as automatic call distribution, interactive
voice response, and auto/predictive dialing.

.

Unified communications. This com-

munications service includes two or more
of the following elements: voice, unified
messaging, video, mobility, Web/data collaboration, and presence.

computing to help secure all other forms of
computing."
The CSA objectives and recommendations are the same for hosted services. The
CSA website, www.cloudsecurityalliance.

"The issues and
gained
computing
opportunities of cloud
considerable notice in 2008 within the
information security community. It was

org/About.html,

states,

at a security practitioners' conference, the
ISSA CISO Forum

in

Las Vegas,

November

20,z}O8,where the concept ofthe Cloud

The more unique functions and features
that an enterprise needs, the more likely
those items will not be found on a hosted

Security Alliance was born. Following a
presentation of emerging trends by Iim

service unless that service targets the
enterprise's vertical market. There will al-

securing cloud computing, Reavis and Nils
Puhlmann outlined the initial mission and

ways be functions that are common to most

strategy of the Cloud Security Alliance.

enterprises, and these will be the candidates

A series of organizational meetings [was

for hosted services.

heldl in early December 2008."

part of
hinders
their service, but contract language
and may eliminate the achievable flexibility.
Enterprises want flexibility in their traffic
volumes. Many providers support the trafSome providers sell

flexibility

Reavis that included a call

as

fic changes well. Flexibility also includes
changing the balance of cloud versus enterprise operations, hardware, and software
usage.
Security, Privacy, and Compliance

Regulatory, security, and compliance issues
can hinder the hosted solution implemen-

tation. How much responsibility will the
provider accept? What happens when the
requirements are not met? Is the enterprise
left holding the bag? Contracts for these
issues of hosted services can become very
complex, with the provider trying to absolve itself of any liabilities. This may make
the enterprise reluctant to move functions
onto the hosted solution.

for action for

The primary decision is to determine
the risk associated with moving functions
to a hosted service, with security being a

major consideration. For anyone considering moving functions to a hosted solution,
the security issue will probably be the hardest

to resolve.
The CSA published "security Guidfor Cloud Areas of Focus in Cloud

ance

ComputingV2.l" in December 2009,
(www. cloudsecurityalliance. orglcsaguide.

My opinion is that if it is communications
in any electronic form, eDiscoverf as well
as other requirements will be applied to the
hosted service. Plan for them and avoid the
legal surprises.

When you contract for a hosted service
that needs to be secure and meet compliance or regulatory requirements, read the
fine print. Ask your lawyers to be both
critical and precise in their review of the
provider's responsibilities and liabilities as
well as the liabilities not accepted by the
provider.
Another issue is ownership of the information residing at the hosting site. Most
enterprises would expect that the information passing through the site is theirs and
not owned by the provider. But what about

information about the individual users?
How about the traffic information that is
sent and received? Ifpresence is involved,
can that presence information be sold to
others?

the76-page CSA guidance document has
an excellent introduction (section I, "Cloud
Architecture"). The 17 pages ofintroduction cover the entire set of cloud/hosting
considerations and how they operate.
Mapping the cloud/hosting model for
compliance is a subset of the security
control model which in turn is part of the
cloud/hosting model. What applies to cloud
security applies to hosting security.
Legal Considerations

mission statement for the CSA is "to promote the use of best practices for providing
security assurance within cloud computing,
and provide education on the uses of cloud

tions as well, planning should include the
legal department. Should all users have
access to all features and functions? I have

Because hosted services have legal

wnterzoto ACUTAJournaloflntormationCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducation

implica-

Will the provider

use access to the

enterprise's users to send out information created by third parties for the sale

of

products or services? Would the provider
be able to sell profile information of the
enterprise's users? Privacy issues are an

important consideration.
The provider will set the acceptable use

pdf). For those new to the hosted services,

The security issue is being pursued by
the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA). The
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one client who decided to limit UC availability to deal with compliance regulations.

policies, which will favor the provider's
business model and revenue. Read your
AUP for your Present ISP service to get an
idea of the unbalanced arrangement that
favors the providers.
Pedormance Considerations

The SLA will be measured over a long period of time, possibly weeks. Of course the
SLA will be met when no one is using the
service. The SLA is most important when
the busy hour occurs. Experience with the
SLAs of MPLS services is an example

of

eDiscovery refers to the legal right of the court
to electronic information that may be relevant
in litigation.
2

the biased arrangements that clearly need
to be renegotiated to satisfy the busy hour

performance.
The demarc (r'r'here the SLAs start and
end) for accessing the service may be much
farther away than the enterprise expects' The

distant demarc means that the provider is
not resPollsible for meeting the SLA at or
near the customer premises or desktop'
Analyze the reports produced by the
provider. Do they olfer real insight into the

products and services combined under an
umbreila service?

.

ls the solution r set of recent acquisitions? Recently acquired components
(softrvare and hardrvare) may not interoperate ivell. The solution support may be
fiagmentecl.

.

indirect? Subscribing to a solution from
a third party means that the third party's
capabilities may be just as important as the

primarv Provider's.

tions of value continue'

record in ,vour vertical market? Experience
counts for a lot of conlidence in the pro-

Provider Considerations

Independent of the technology concerns' a
number of questions need to be answered
when considering
provider.

a

particular hosted service

Is this provider venture-capital backed or

'

profrt making? Is the provider going through
any fi nancial diffi culties?

.

Is the provider's focus on all elements?

The focus may be more on IT or telecom,
not the full range of communications capa-

bilities.

.

Does the provider have an established

vider. New services will almost always have

ancl providers? Is the final solution made

up of n-rore than one vendor's products and
serr.ices? If so, who is the prime solution
provider, and horv do the other Partners
integrate their products and services?

Where does hosted service fit in the
overall vcrtdor product and 5ervice strategie:?
Is the primary product/service an addition
to an IP telephony solution or a small part of

'

the vendor/Provider's Portfolio?

'

Is the provider reorganizing its structure?

Reorganiz-ation can mean some discontinuity
in service deployment and support, as well as
delays

in service enhancements'

Is the solution really a partnership? Is
the service offered a collection of separate

Is the service a recent announcement?

The newer the service, the iess stability that
service can deliver. You do not want to be

.

What happens when the provider goes

out ofbusiness?
Hosted or cloud-based services have
prompted much discussion and press coverage. The enterprise cannot ignore the hosted
service alternative. Look at the values and
challenges and make ar.r informed decision'
Hosted services are not lor everl one'
comGary Audin has more than 40 years of computer,
munications, and security experience His many arwww
ticles can be found on www.webtorials'com and
acuta.org. Read his weekly blog on communications
at
subjects at www.nojitter'com, and his technlcal tips
www,searchUnifiedCommunications com Reach Gary

.

at delphi-inc

Does the provider have IT as well as
telecom and call center experience? The

'-rrr'"'

Can delivery be n-rade anywhere in the
United States and Canada?
Is the solution a combination of vendors

.

some initial deployment problems'

'

'

successfulll'.

the provider's test lab.

Is the Product delivery direct or

they demonstrating how to tailor
the offering to meet the enterprise's needs after the service is turned on? As more features
and functions are introduced, the enterprise
should be able to evaluate rvho uses what and
hor,v r,vell, so that only the features and func-

usage? Are

broader the experience, the more likely that
the provider rvill be able to deliver the range
of communication features and functions

@

att,net.

a
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FMC: Ready to Fly or Flop?
Paul Korzeniowski

Wireless communications have become
comrnon in academic institutions. Cell
phones are used by students, faculty, and
staff to converse as well as to surf the h-rter_
net. Laptops with WiFi connections are

found in almost every nook and cranny on
campus. Rather than corrtinue to operate
two separate wireless networks, some aca_
demic institutions are looking for ways to
combine the two.
Fixed mobile convergence (FMC) is a set
of new network devices and cell phones that

support both cellular access and institutional
VolP services. "FMC has a great deal of
potential to help institutions manage their
networks and their costs," says Craig Math_

principal with Farpoint Group, a wire_
communications consulting fi rm.

ias, a
less

FMC's potential benefits have been
touted for the past few years. First, universi_
ties could reduce their inventory by outfit_

ting users with one phone, rather than a
couple of phones. That change would also
simplifl, inventory and network management. In addition, the switch can lower an
institution's telecommunications charges by
offloading cails from their cellular networks
(where they are charged for connections)
onto their enterprise networks (where calls
are essentially free).

While the services have potential, they
carry with them some possible downsides.
First, their deployment requires purchasing
additional network equipment, which may
erase some of the potential savings. Manag_
ing connections between the two networks
can be

difficult because the tools are still in

the early stage of development. Aiso, some
cellular carriers have not been set up to ser_
vice these networks. So to date, although the
technology has not been widely depioyed,
some observers think that wili change dra_
matically in the next few years.
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Varlety ls the Spice of FMC

FMC networks can be deployed in various
ways and require a few different elernents.
One of those elements is the phone. A typical dual-mode phone contains a cellular

radio (GSM, CDMA, or W-CDMA) and
1 WiFi radio, which enables
users to work with either a cellular connec_
tion or a WiFi router that is usually con_
an IEEE 802. i

nected to a broadband link and an enterprise network. These phones are designed

to automatically recognize dorm, office,
or commerci:rl hotspots, so that whe.never
the phone is in range of a WiFi network,

it seamlessly routes cellular calls through
the WiFi netn ork and onto the Internet.
Idealiy, the caller will not notice any differ_
ence

during

tl're switch.

Various nctwork devices are need,ed to
support this process. Data connections via
WiFi are very rxature, and many campuses
have deployed wireless LANs that provide

students, faculty, and staff with accessi to
information. Switches that run voice over
WiFi are needed for FMC to become.i.iable.
"WiFi voice is becoming more common on
campuses," said Dan Shey, practice dir:ector
enterprise at the market research firm ABI
Research.

In addition, a university needs equip_
ment capable of working with both celluiar
and WiFi data links. A femtocell allows cell
service providers to extend service cover_
age indoors, especially where access rv<tuld
otherwise be limited or unavailable. Tl:rese
devices have been making their way onto
campuses recently. Other devices translate

WiFi transmissions so they can run over
cellular networks. Companies such as r\gito,
Aruba Networks, Cisco Systems, NEC,
Motorola, Netgear, and Siemens Enterprise
Communications have developed such
products.

Cell Service Provider Reluctance

The last element is support from cellular
carriers. A few years ago, carriers seemed
concerned about losing revenue as insti-

tutions moved their voice traffic off of
cellular networks and onto WiFi links'
They thought the option would reduce the
amount of traffic flowing over their cellular
networks. Gradually, they softened their
stance.

"The cellular carriers realize that FMC
services have the potential to help customers connect to their networks more often,

and that capability increases, rather than
decreases, cellular traffic," noted Farpoint
Group's Mathias. In addition, the change
helps them offload traffrc from their
licensed spectrum, which can become

crowded at certain times or in certain cities
if users transmit a lot of data.

T-Mobile was one of the first carriers
promote
dual-mode phone services.
to
Worldwide, the carrier operates 45,000 hotspots, with 10,000 in the United States. The
company started off supporting Nokia and
Samsung dual-mode phones and eventually added Research in Motion's Blackberry
Storm and Bold, as well as Google Android
devices, such as HTC's

HD2 and Motorola's

CLIQ.

In November 2008, AT&T Paid $285
million for Wayport and its 20,000 WiFi
hotspots, with the goal of intermingling
its cellular and WiFi infrastructures. The
service provider now offers WiFi connectivity in 20,000 U.S. locations, and individuals
with Apple, HTC, LG, and Samsung phones
can access the service.
The main benefit from FMC services
With staff, faculty, and

is reduced costs.

students increasingly relying on mobile
connections to exchange information,

routing cellular calls through

a

university's

internal network can reduce 1ocal,

long

distance, and international calling charges.
In addition, cellular carriers often have
various usage models. For instance, they
may charge institutions extra after a certain

number of cellular minutes have accumulated. Placing voice calls over an existing
WiFi network can reduce that possibility.
By adding FMC features to a network, an

academic institution can reduce its cellular
call charges by 10 to 40 percent with the
higher end coming from those paying cel-

lular roaming rates.

which has 18,000 students and offers
more than 300 degree programs, with an
emphasis in education and the theater' The
university began aggressively moving to
)ersey,

wireless communications in 2003.

How to lmprove ProductivitY

The switch also promises to make employees more productive. In cases where cellular connections are unavailable for one

"We saw that students were trading in
their phone connections for cell phones,

getting rid of the landlines
in our dorms," said Ed Chapel, vice presiso we started

reason or another (bad connections, lack of
coverage), employees can toggle over to a

dent and CIO. They are now using the cell
phones in many of the classrooms to

WiFi network. Since individuals are able to
access needed information, they will be able
to solve problems more quickly. In addi-

enhance the experience.

tion, collaboration should improve because
individuals are able to contact one another
more regularly.

However, the university does not see
much use for FMC at the moment. "Few
of our users have dual-mode cell phones,"
Chapel explained. In fact, ABI Research
found that only 6.3 million FMC handsets

Because of the benefits, certain academic institutions have forged ahead with

shipped in 2009. The market research firm
anticipates that the number will increase to

deployments. Hertford Regional College,
which operates fivo sites in Broxbourne and
Ware (just north of London), began searching for an FMC solution in )une 2008. "We

more than 27 million (more than 90 percent of all smartphones) by 2014. Another
challenge is that the dual-mode cell phones
that are available cost quite a bit. This feature is found mainly on high-end smartphones, which fall in the $400 to $600 price
range in a market sector where prices start
at about $100 (although they have been
dropping recently) and quickly rise.

made a mistake when selecting the construction materials for a new building on
campus," admitted Dr. Daniel Hidlebaugh,
network services manager at the college,

which has 900 staff and more than 12,000

full-time and part-time students' As

a

result, the users would have had no cellular
coverage in the building.
A Quick Payback
To provide access, the colleges examined

Agito's RoamAnl'where wireless router versus having a cellular carrier place another
antenna on camPus. The latter Process
would have taken two years to deploy and
would have cost more than 1300,000. The
Agito solution could be installed in a few
months, would cost about !14,000, and

could be integrated with the academic
institution's Cisco wireless network and
Cisco call manager. So the Agito system was
installed in the fall of 2008. "We have cut
our cell phone minutes by half, so our ROI
was about five months," stated Hidlebaugh.

At the moment, Hertford's tale is an
aberration. Even though there is a lot of
interest, few academic institutions have
moved ahead with FMC deployments for
variety of reasons. The status quo works
well at Montclair State University in New

Only One Type of User

Another wireless advocate is the University of Kentucky, which has about 27,000
students and 13,000 faculty and staffon its
campus, which is spread out in the Lexington area. The university has outfitted staff
with mobile phones, and students regularly

find needed information.
However, the university does not see a need
use cell phones to

to move to FMC.

"Our users tend to work with either

a

cell phone on the road or a WiFi phone on
campus," explained Doyle Friskney, chief
technology officer at the university. "Few

of them bounce between the two, so FMC
does not offer us many potential benefits'"
Cost has been a factor at the University
of Washington, which has 65,000 students,
faculty, and staff members working on
three campuses. The academic institution
has moved aggressively to take advantage
of mobile communications. WiFi connec-

a
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tions are available virtually across the entire
campus. In addition, 2,500 employees
work with university-supplied cell phones,
20,000 individuals take advantage of spe_
cial university discount programs, and just
about all students use cell phones as their

primary means of communications. So it is
not a surprise that the university has been
eyeing FMC developments.

"FMC has the potential to make communications between our network and
WiFi hotspots seamless," noted David
Morton, director of mobile communication
strategies at the University of Washington.
However, the university has not moved to

this area because it has not been able to

individuals gain network access. However,
many smartphones were not designed to
support security check, such as Ipsec. Con_
sequently, individuals' personal identifiers
(password, user ID) can be transmitted
in the open air. Recently, phones, such as

either VoWiFi-capable fat Aps or centralized VoWiFi switches and controllers. Once

designed and configured properly, the net-

work also must be monitored and managed
properly to ensure QoS levels over time.
That means investment in management
tools, including probes and network man-

Apple's iPhone, have been outfitted with
IPSsec. However, even that feature may not
be enough, since cellular-to-WiFi hand-offs
open up new security holes. Vendors have

agement and optimization software, and
the skill sets necessary to make proper use

been tweaking their products so security
functions pass from the cellular to the WiFi

Closing Up Their Systems

network, but their approaches may not be
100 percent effective.
Lost functionality is another deterrent.

of them.

Functionality can also vary by device. In
order for FMC equipment vendors to
enable phones to toggle between networks,
they must map functions to a device's
application program interfaces (ApIs). In

A number of factors are at play in the

Customers may not have as much functionality with FMC applications as they would
with a PBX. The telecommunications

universityt cost-benefit analysis. The cel_
Iular carriers have been aggressively cutting
service pricing. In some cases, users can
make an unlimited number of calls for

industry has spent decades developing the
features found with their systems, while
VoIP systems are still in a relatively nascent
stage of development. For instance, FMC

but to date, cell phone vendors have been

about $50 per month.

systems often do not allow five-digit dialing.

trying to differentiate their product designs

"Without the add-on charges, the price
differential between using cellular or WiFi
connections is not as great as the vendors
have portrayed," said Morton. In addi-

Voice over WiFi (VoWiFi) networks
introduce another level of complexity.
(Note: VoWiFi is actuallyVolP over a

build

a sound business case.

some cases, the handset suppliers hare been
reluctant to expose their APIs for fear of
losing their competitive advantage. Standards would help address such limitations,

rather than coalesce around different feature sets.

In sum, FMC has the potential to ease
wireless communications management

tion, the new system can create unforeseen
costs. Because traffic constantly increases
on academic WiFi networks, upgrades may

switched Ethernet WLAN.) Quality of service (QoS) is very important to voice calls,
and packet networks just aren't engineered
with the right stuff...at least not right out

Consequently, colleges are taking a look

be needed. To accommodate more

ofthe box. Sufficient bandwidth has to be

at the technology, but few are

reserved for the anticipated level of voice
traffic and committed to each call for the

ing it. Some of the shortcomings-such
as product pricing and security fs6tu1s5should be addressed as the market matures.
Such changes may pique universities'
interest. "FMC should help academic institutions simpli$, their networks, so it just
makes sense that sooner or later they will
move to it," concluded Farpoint Group's
Mathias.

traf-

fic, institutions may have to increase their
number of WiFi access points by as much
as 25 percent.
Creating New Management Challenges

Management can also present new challenges. Users now move between two different networks, and network technicians may
not be able to troubleshoot problems down
to the phone.

Security has been an ongoing concern

with WiFi connections, which offer various
techniques to ensure that only authorized

entire duration (off-hookto on-hook) in
order to ensure that latency, jitter, and loss
are within limits. Supporting stationary
users is relatively straightforward, but that,s
not the real world. Mobile users walking
around a building or campus present a
considerable challenge, as the network has
to deal with call hand-off issues between
WiFi access points (APs), just as a cellular
network has to deal with hand-offs between
base stations. That translates to additional
investment in infrastructure in the form of

functions at academic institutions, but the
underlying infrastructure is immature.

implement-

Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who specializes in communications issues and is based in
Sudbury, Massachusetts. He can be reached at
paulkorzen @aol.com.
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Solar Chargers: A Bright (Green) ldea
For students or faculty on-the-go, keeping
electronic devices like cell phones, pDAs,
iPods, and even laptops charged can be a
challenge. "There are many budget-friendly

portable charging devices on the market
that harness the power of the sun-a free
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and totally clean energy source," notes paul
Holstein of CableOrgan rzer. com.
One example is the JuiceBar Solar
Charger. It's equipped with solar cells that
begin to charge immediately upon contact

with light. It includes

w,n,., ,ot o ACUTA Journal of lnformation Communications Technology
in Higher Education
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of the most com-

monly used adapters for cell phones, ipods,
MP3 players, portable gaming systems, and
more, and it sells for less than $50.
More info: http://cableorg anizercoml
pocket-solar-charger. Solar power is a hot
ideal

Challenges Facing Broadband Wireless
Providers
The past 10 years have provided IT professionals the opportunity to watch and participate in

Ron Walczak
Walczak TechnologY Consultants

the birth, growing pains, and mainstreaming
of the wireless local area network. Not that
long ago, we referred to wireless as an "overlay"
or "convenience" when compared to the wired
network. Access points were expensive and

provided little throughput (5.5 Mbps shared),
and deciding where to place them for maximum coverage \,vas a perplexing challenge'
For these reasons and more, the installation
of hotspots (islands of wireless coverage) was
the entry strategy for many institutions that
wanted to provide wireless LANs to students
and faculty but that also had a significant
investment in a wired infrastructure.
What a difference a few years makesl The
combination of faster and more pervasive
wireless network access with the rapid proliferation of client devices with broadband
wireless capabilities has unleashed the promise of mobility for everyone, and there is no
going back. Projections are that 1.3 billion new
Figure 1. Projected Network Traffic 2015
Clourl Computing
5!6

mobile devices will be sold in the next three
years. Ifyour network
isn't ready to provide Pervasive broadband speeds
to a large number of
handheld devices, you had
better get moving.

with lgig or 10Gig

wired connectivity back to the core. The
demand just kept growing, and now it is
transferring from the wired to the wireless
network.

Media-rich applications on cell phones
(iPhones and Droids) are the driving force
behind new model sales. (Does anyone
still talk on a cell phone?) As of September
2010, the Android operating system had
more than 10,000 applications, and the
iPhone/iPad had more than 200,0001 Many
ofthese applications stream video across
the enterprise network, and your end users
are piaying with all of them. The ONN
(Onion News Network- my source for all
the news) application on my Droid2 warns
me that if I am not connected to a WiFi
network, my video performance will suffer'
YouTirbe, IPTV hi-definition images and

video, 3D games, and virtual worlds are
going to make Napster look like a minor
inconvenience.

And then there is the impact of IPv6'
The new numbering scheme (3.4 x 1038, or

Iaptop/e-mail caPabilities anymore. TheY now

340 billion billion billion billion addresses)
will make it possible for everything to have

have high-performance,

a

media-rich applications
running on multiPle (I've

work capacity.

0tlrer {phone, web,

son! Remember the bad
old days when students

email, Photos!

first discovered NaPster?

the exaflood Discovery lnstitute' Seattle
Source: Swanson, Bret and Gilder George 200B Estimating

100 Mbps per Port

End users don't just
look to your network for

read projections of uP
to Iive) devices Per Per-

5S.

Networks ground to a halt because of the
"massive" file transfer traffic being presented
to the l0 megabit Ethernet connections'
Institutions scrambled to install packet
shapers and larger Internet pipes to protect
"business IP" traffic from the music downloads. Edge switches were upgraded to

unique IP address. This does not bode
well for the U.S. Postal Service or your netA study by Swanson and Gilder estitraffic exploding by a factor

mates Internet

of 50 times 2006 levels and provides the
projections of network traffic by

20
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Figure 2. Combined 2.4GHZand 5.8GHZ design for
802.1ln

older WiFi devices (especiallyApple) not
roaming because the client is satisfied with
a 1 Mbps association, even though it could
switch to a closer access point providing
better rates. This will continue to be the
case with any "b" client. The Motorola
Droid only does 802.11 b/g.

;

I

So your blazing 802. I 1 n network is
going to be slowed by the handheld phones
and other client devices in the 2.4 GHz

I

band. What's the solution? Leave rhe
2.4 GHz band for the laggards. Keep utiliz-

I

ing the three-channel spread availabie with
20 MHz channels and let the handhdds
have it. Steer the laptops to the 5.g GHz
band where they can access the faster:40
MHz channels (and more of them) without
the slowpokes clogging the channel. For

Did you catch that business traffic will
represent only 10 percent oftotal traffic?

It makes me wonder if we are building a
digital version of the Roman Colosseum!
The remaining categories are relevant to the
campus network and will probably be skewed
even more toward high-bandwidth entertain_
ment and peer-to-peer applications.
How Much ls Enough?

The question that network engineers (and
chief financial officers) struggle with is, How
big and fast do we have to build the network?
The reality is that the bigger and better you
build it, the more usage will increase. Andrew
Odlyzko of the University of Minnesota has
pointed out that South Korea, with onesixth our population, matches our Internet
traffic due to the extensive penetration of
broadband. Hong Kong generates six times
the traffic generated in the United States!
The reason? The robust networks available
to everyone on the island. Apparently, ifyou

build it, they will comet.
Wireless LAN Technology-There ls Only One
Real Choice

The enterprise wireless LAN space will

continue to use 802.1ln as the core wire_
less network platform for some time. The
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standard's ability to accommodate multiple
data streams and uplinks should carry the

load for the foreseeable future. However, I
believe we will see the installation of more
access points using the 5.8 GHz band and
40 MHz channels being deployed in smaller
(lower power) coverage zones to provide
more aggregate throughput to any one area.
With 11 non-overlapping 40 MHz channels, it is conceivable that you will be able
to provide 1.6 Gbps to 3.3 Gbps of aggregate wireless throughput ( I I channels with
real throughput of 150-300 Mbps each)
in any one zone of coverage. I think it is

to say that numbers like that will take
while to saturate at the edge, but the core
will need attention. The challenge of RF
engineering the zones will keep consultants
safe
a

busy.

There is a catch introduced by the backward compatibility of 802.11n. Old (slow)
devices still connect to fast access points.
And we have all learned that slow devices
on a half-duplex, collision-domain network
slow everyone down. The iphone 3G only
connects to WiFi at 802.1 1 b/g rates (and
often you have to scale it back to "b', for a
good connection), and the iphone 4 only
does 802.lln inthe2.4 GHz band. Many
of you have already had to deal with the

WnterzOtO ACUTAJournaloilnformaiionCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducation

those of you who haven't upgraded to ..n,,,
try changing the minimum association
speeds on your "g" access points to 5 Mbps.
Serving the low-speed handhelds is also
a good way to keep older 802.1 19 access

points in service while upgrading to "n,,for
the laptops. lust watch your channel spacings.

Figure 2 details a layout that still
respects the three-channel 2.4 GHz

limi-

tations (providing 2 AP coverage ofany
space for an aggregate of 300 Mbps data
rate). Even respecting three-channel limitation of the 2.4 Ghz band, the 5.8 GHz data
rates provide an aggregate of 600 Mbps in
every space. Remember that throughput
is roughly half of the data rate-so we are
looking at 150/300 Mbps everlwhere. If
clients need more throughput, they can add
5.8 GHz radios using the remaining channels available in the spectrum with no worries about interference.
Planning for the Coming Surge of Data over
Your Enterprise Wireless Network

The addition of 802.1 I n access points at
full capacity is going to require yet another

look at your data closets and edge switches.
In addition to PoE gig ports, it is important
to remember the edge switch backplane

capacities and the uplink speed to the
corel It only takes four access points at full
capacity to overwhelm a i gig uplink' So in
the example with 11 APs, it is conceivable
that the customer will deploy edge switches
with 10 gig uplinks or two or three PoE
edge switches with 1 gig uplinks for the

initial design. As capacity needs increase,
they may have to add more. There will be
lot of empty ports in those switches.

a

Additional switches translate to additional rack space, additional power, additional heat, and of course additional capital
and maintenance expenses. So once again,
the telecom closets must be evaluated for
capacity.
Your Wireless Network Will Eventually Become

scribers. Now that Cisco has scaled back
plans to support WiMAX (Navini) in favor
of LIE (Starmax Networks), it seems the

writing is on the wall.
Both LIE and WiMAX are Providing
download speeds of 5-12 Mbps, with upload
speeds of 2-5 Mbps. LIE is providing peak
downloads of 40-50 Mbps. These speeds will
require carriers to get lnternet access of I00
Mbps or better to the

ce1l

towers.

Handheld devices with LIE and WiMAX
are still scarce at this point, although Verizon promises a half-dozen models by the
middle of

20

1

1.

to accommodate the new client devices and
the anomalies that come with each. There
are already many discussions on various
wireless listservs about handling the specific handsets that are on the market. These
new devices just don't plug and play as well
as laptops. You may want to be proactive
and test various handsets before the help
desk gets inundated.
Just another day in the life of the IT
department. Best of luck!
Ron Walczak is the principal consultant at Walczak
Technology Consultants, lnc. He is a lrequent contributor to lhe ACUTA Journaland has made many
presentations at ACUTA events. Reach Ron at ron@

Your end users will be selecting carriers based upon the perceived value, just as
they do now. You will have to be prepared

walczakconsultants,com,

a

Mission Critical

It is inevitable that the wireless network
will become mission critical to your institution. You need to start planning and budgeting for the infrastructure components to
maintain reliable, secure, and robust connectivity via wireless.
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The Wide Area Network Will Affect Your LAN

The WAN is a different story. Competing
4G technologies continue to battle for the

heart of the consumer.802.16e (WiMAX)
was the early choice of Clearwire/Sprint.
They have been rolling out WiMAX since
2008 in large metropolitan areas with a
service area that targets 120 million users
by the end of 2010. Verizon and AI&T have
gone with LIE (Long Term Evolution)'
At this time, both technologies are falling
short of the hype due to lack of general
availability.
Verizon will launch LIE this year in a
total of 38 cities and more than 60 airports,
covering 110 million POPs. Theyproject
200 n-rillion POPs by 2012 and more than
285 million by 2U.3. AI&T is just begin-
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ning their rollouts.
Verizon and AI&T have targeted LIE as
the better upgrade for their GSM/UMTS/
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Deploying IEEE 802.11n Data and Security Networks Campuswide While Optimizing
Energy Efficiency

DanielFeldman
Microsemi Corporalion

Most modern educational institutions, either
at the K-l2 or university level, are using
technology to entice new students, improve
campus learning and productivity, and drive
critical safety initiatives. Three technologies
that are especially useful include voice over Ip
(VoIP) telephonS wireless LANs, and surveillance systems using networked IP cameras.
These technologies can be deployed more
efficiently. while minimizing energy consumption, by using power over Ethernet (PoE)
technology.
PoE technology has made
easier to deploy VoIP phones,

it significantly
WiFi access

points, IP cameras, and other powered devices
(PDs), by enabling them to be powered over
the same cabling that delivers data. The
industry has steadily increased the amount
of power that PoE can deliver over Ethernet
cabling so that a broader range of devices can
be supported, from 802.1 1n access points and
thin clients to pan tiit zoom (PTZ) cameras

tion.
Midspans also typically improve mean
time between failure (MTBF) rates. The
MTBF of PoE switches is considerabl).lower
than that of non-PoE switches. This "TV

with built-in VCR" effect is due to rhe concentration of high-power dissipation .[rom
the PoE section and the highly sensitirre data
section into a single box. For example, Cisco's
29605-4BTS-L (non-PoE) has 328,058 hours
of MTBR while the 2960S-48FPS-L (its poE
counterpart) has an MTBF of only 189,242
42 percent reduction. And once
there is an issue and a new switch is required,
one pays for both data and power again,
instead of dealing only with the section

hours-a

where the issue exists.

and even full outdoor cameras that include a

Moving to High Power

heater.

With the ratification of the IEEE 802.3,at
standard in September 2009, PoE delir,'ers 30 W over two pairs of Ethernet cable,
which guarantees delivery of 25.5 W ar;ross
distances up to 100 meters. Additionally, it
is now possible to deploy fully complieLnt,
industry-standard PoE functionality ol.er
all four pairs of Ethernet cable. This option
opens the door for safely delivering 60 W of

Benefits of a Midspan

Midspans offer the easiest approach for
quickly deploying high-power PoE, as they
can simply be inserted between an existing
switch and PD. This also enables poE's powermanagement capabilities, which allow campus
administrators to monitor, manage, and reset
PDs remotely to improve network operation
while optimizing energy effi ciency.
Midspans are also a more cost-effective and
scalable solution than PoE-enabied switches. It
is difficult to justif, the expense of upgrading

to a new PoE-enabled switch when the existing
switch is just a few years old and when only
a few ports with PoE capability are required.
And midspans offer a green alternative to poEcapable switches, because they deliver only the
necessary power for a given application.
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In general, midspans deliver higher port
granularity than PoE switches, which means
campuses can add PoE ports incrementally
rather than all at once during initial installa-

Winter2010 ACUTAJournaloflnformationCommunicationsTechnologyinHigherEducation

DC power over a single Ethernet cable., using
current levels of 600 mA rather than the 1.2
A level of two-pair 60 W midspans. To,Cay's
802.3at-compliant midspans also incorporate
all necessary PD PoE compliance detection
features for safe powering, as well as safe pD

disconnection in overload, short circuit, or
underload conditions.
To enable 60 W powering levels over all
four pairs, the IEEE specifications changed
the definition of a PD so that it considers the

PD the power interface, as opposed to the
whole device being powered. This means
that there can now be two Power interfaces,

W inside the same box.
Nothing precludes these to be connectedeach taking 25.5

not vulnerable to breaches. Power manageanl,where without having to install costly
ment must be executed in a secure fashion,
AC outlets, or sending electricians to pu1l
don't interfere
cables, modify building plans, or get safety so that malicious agents
To eliminate this
operations.
network
with
approvals.
threat' Microsemi midspans leature an
As mcntioued earlier' PoE's

comprehen-

enable

one over the two pairs using lines 1, 2, 3,
and 6, and the other over the two pairs that
use lines 4, 5,7, and B. This is what makes
it possible to double the standard 802'3at
2009 maximum of 25 W and go uP to 51 W
while ful1y complying with the standard.

sive power-management capabilities

Powering over all four pairs of Ethernet
CAT5 cable not only boosts power delivery
to PDs, but also improves efficiency when
compared to two-pair solutions. Rather

power supervision capabilities for complete
midspan conhguration. monitoring' and
diagnostics. This enables c"-o"r .i.,"istrators to significantly reduce the overall
number of IT department trouble tickets
as users experience faster, mole reliable
service. In addition, administrators can use
PoE to remotely turn access points on or
off at predetermined times to reduce power
consumption during periods of low traflic.

than delivering 5l W over CAI5 cable via a
four-pair solution, this same four-pair configuration can be used to power two-pair
devices with 30 W of power. The reduced
power dissipation and energy translates
into savings of approximateiy $25 per year
per powered device, assuming energy costs
of $0.10 per kilowatt hour.
PoE Deployment Considerations

administrators to optimize ir*"r"tt
managability by remoteiy *""i;;;;;i
ing cameras and other PDr,l.".1rlt"; t.t.',
ting malfunctiorrlrrg ,r.,it, ir., ; t;.;;"r.
Administrators have direct online networp

while

PoE's power-management

There are many key issues that campus administrators must consider when
deploying PoE-based networks. First, VoIP

deployments require E91 I capabilities,
which are especiaily important in situations
such as earthquakes, fires, and other emergencies. Many of these emergencies include
an electrical power failure. This makes PoE
with UPS backup essential for deployment,
but also brings to mind serious questions,
such as:

.

of a power failure, are all PDs
created equal, or should some be disconnected based on the remaining UPS power?

In

case

.

In the unlikely case of a midspan power
supply failure, should a redundant power
supply be available?
ls there a way to have redundancy without paying for an additional power supply?

'

Similar decisions must be made in
deploying network cameras that are essentiai for maintaining the physicai security of
educational institutions and for preventing theft and vandalism. PoE technology
offers many benefits for these applications,

capa-

bilities make networks rrror"'.rn.t.rr, orra
available to students, teachers' and staff,

exciusive Powerview Pro'"' management
option that supports both IPv4 and IPv6
addressing and that is delivered as a secure
SNMPv3 application to allow simple and

efficient monitoring and control of network devices' including power-off/poweron' unit scheduiing' UPS' and web-based
monitoring' IPvo is critical for creating a
PoE infrastructure built to last for decades
and is a must-have feature for several governments worldwide'
Backup power is also important. Interconnected midspans can be used to back

in case of a power-supply
failure. There are a variety of flexible powering options from AC, DC, or another
midspan' DC inputs can be used with
external power supplies to increase midspan
each other up

power capacity or provide redundancy'
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ii,i:ir:1;ti&i4fpg:offers information technologies to higher education instituticliiir66--{i|li*
,l;ttf }i{ttin a university's functionality and data integrity by storing and'pig.ry&$it
tr,::i:ri:lii::iii*t:information for students, faculty, and staff.
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data center colocation service allows important data to be stored ofEsite;':::liili:r::ili:ll:
ttlll,,i"r1r.l"g that it will still be accessible in the event of a disaster such as a powei,,,']::1:'i.
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outage, natural disaster, or hacking attempt.
e,tt

of our geographically diverse data centers are

SAS 70

Type-II certified and

:'""'
'r]]:llrrr:r

data encryption and transmission on a highly secure networp.
:,:.,r:,';1,
our
data backup and recovery product allows for a simplified data retrieval':r,::::::rl:l
utt,
.,,.,,...,
' ana restoration process through an easy-to-use, point-and-click interface'
]:i'.il:,l
446;66n;:rr:r,l:r
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4l6ng with using our data center services, universities can use an additional

secu-.:,r]:ri:l:l:

solution that is built upon the network {irewall already installed on campus.::;r:::::r
system)L1!1;',
security solution, IDPS (Intrusion Detection and Prevention System]r,:!!:iil:t
our
Our
,:llt:,,tes.
':ttrt:,,tes.
gai^ ,*9:i,,.}, ,
they
before
in
real-time
threats
eliminate
and
stop
proactively
to
lllll:l ,.ut
zero-hour:P!S!:it:::::li:it::
IDPS's
the
network,
cloud
MPLS
in
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.
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from
away r..,11::,1,li:.i, floq1 is able to keep malicious threats
l:.':rr,,',r.,,'rity

:,::*/*

gg:,percent protection against false

positives'

:::

].:lt:ili6i;:ei-$ei,qf,use, along with our customer service support, is able,totllittl$rittirr;tit
worie*
alleviateip.tttlrtldi,worriec.,.-.....,.,,
:::lili:i]l:,i*sr*iiir
manaqement, as well as alleviateip.,$ii,d&
ttr"i. data management,
ir.ith their
tltltat;!| ,g{1ii'$ ilr;ith
about network Protection.

including enabling cameras to be deployed
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Another key consideration for campus
administrators is whether their powering
solution can support the environmental
requirements of PDs, such as Ip cameras,
that must be installed outdoors. Until
recently, PoE could only be deployed safely
with a costly surge-protection unit installed
alongside it, to prevent direct or nearby

lightning strikes from damaging or destroying both the PDs and their network switch.
Surge and lightning protection units can

from $250 to $400.

Because of this expense, a high percent-

Phone: 859 I 278-3338 x240 . e-mail: aburton@a,:uta.org
www.acuta.org

can induce a voltage level that can damage

outdoor devices. Without lightning protection, surges also can move quickly along the
Ethernet cable to damage expensive indoor
network switches.
By incorporating surge protection
directly into the midspan unit, it is possible to reduce surge-protection costs by
as much as 80 percent compared to using
stand-alone surge-protection equipment.
Midspans with lightning protecrion should
be tested successfully to the GR- 1 089 lightning standard for surges up to 2,500 V/500 A.

age of outdoor PoE installations, especially

in the enterprise, do not implement surge
protection. Unfortunately, nearby lightning
strikes are much more common than most
people think. Strikes as far as a mile awav
38
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Conclusion
PoE midspans are the ideal solution to

power VoIP phones, WLAN access points,
network cameras, and many other appli-

Winter ZOf O ACUTA Journal of lnformalion Communications Technology in
Higher Education

cations that are an integral part of m,cdern
educational institutions. Campus network
administrators can improve network availability and overall energy efficiency, r,vhile
reducing capital and operating expenditures,
by choosing the latest high-power PoE midspans that feature built-in power-mallagement capabilities and four-pair powering.
Every dollar that today's educational institutions save on network deployment and management can go toward improving th,e learning experience for their students.
Daniel Feldman is director of marketing, telecom, at
Microsemi Corporation, Reach him at dfeldman@
microsemi.com.
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ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue
are you, as the CIO, currently spending
most of your time addressing?
Fowlkes: For UVa-Wise, expansion Planning is the first priority. Our college has
seen, and is continuing to see, wonderfui
growth in our student body and facilities.
We've recently moved into a new data center and staff oflices. We have recently ro1led
out a new administrative system to the
campus, and we are currentiy workir-rg to

implement VoIP across our campus. These
items, along with an expansion in our
online learning program at the college, have
been primary focuses, and we are seeing
great success in moving our institution forward for the Commonwealth of Virginia.

ACUTA: What is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy
for addressing this issue?
Fowlkes: Infrastructure planning for our
fast-growing campus is immensely important. What we do today has a direct relationship to recurring costs, supPort costs,
performance, and reliability of our infrastructure over the long term for UVa-Wise.
In these times of budget shortages, prioritization is crucial to success. UVa-Wise
must prioritize projects based on available
resources to meet strategic institutional
goa1s. Our most important work is to
make sure we are lister-ring to and engaging
with the campus community, hearing their
needs and meeting institutional needs and
goals.
We have been followir.rg this plan over
the past three years in replacing our administratir.e system with a robust and scalable
system rvith Web- enabled, self-service
capabiiities with a relatively Iow recurring
cost. We are looking to do the san-re with
the selection and implementation of a VoIP
telephony system. We are using this same
process to develop an expanded online

learning program with growing summer
programs and hybrid courses lirst; then
moving to develop new online Programs
for off-campus, nontraditional students.

ACUTA: Given that a key function of the
CIO's responsibility is preparing the campus to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward flve to seven

asked to look five years down the road at

what the future might look like, I would
have to blend some of my hopes and specu-

lation into mY statement.
In five years, I hope that mobiie devices
and tablet-based computing wili be preva-

lent. A nonproprietary format for electronic textbooks rvill be the standard, and students will be bringing tablet-based devices
to their classes. With this, student textbook
costs

will

be cut

in

ha1f.

Commodity Inter-

net bandwidth needs for campuses will
triple, with further developments in online
video, audio, textbooks, gaming, conferencing, and cloud-based applications' With the
widespread adoption of tablet-based computing, wireless access in every corner of
our campuses will be necessary for course-

work, research, and scholarship.

In five years, online learning rviil be
much more prevalent for traditional students as well as non-traditional students'
It is very common for our faculty to use
online course management software
resources to supplement their on-campus
courses. \Ve expect our use of instructional
multimedia technology inside and outside
of the classroom, as well as our instructional multimedia support needs for faculty, to
grow dramaticaliy in the coming five years.

,,r,,,,,.,,,,

I believe that the coming five to seven
will be an exciting time of change and
innovation in computing and technology.
For UVa-Wise, we are looking for new ways
to not only evaluate and adopt new technologies but also demonstrate these new

years

technologies to the businesses and people
of our region.

ACUTA: How are you readYing the campus for these changes?
Fowlkes: This year, UVa-Wise is developing the Center for Technology Appiication
to showcase manv of the new technologies
being introduced today. The center has an
internal function to prePare our campus
for upcoming changes and developments
in techrrology. while demonstrating new
emerging technologies to businesses and
people in our region for economic development reasons.
This new service, in addition to the
training and workshops that we already
conduct, will be a way lor our UVa-Wise
campus community to stay informed and
to be ready for new technology developments in the coming years.
Thanks to Keith Fowlkes for taking the time to share
his responses to these questions, You can reach
Keith at fowlkes

@

uvawise.edu.
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,:,11!ir,rn the chailenges of operating in the "new normal," colleges and universi.',
,:
keep pace with rapid demandS:lr:::r:r::::' :rl l'l
:t:. iies need to strategically plan for technoiogy to
and support. An IT strategic .,...,:,,:,,,,.i
IT
services,
systems,
faster,
cheaper"
rr.,' for"better,
initiatives over a
guide
technology
roadmap
to
as
a
serve
is
to
.,plan designed
I three- to five-year planning horizon. Practical considerations and guidelines

',:,",',::L,,;;,,';t,,

for initiating the IT strategic planning Process at your institution should
include:

.

your current environment: Evaluate your organization's current IT
operations, staffing, and systems. Seek input from both staff and a crosssection of academic and administrative personnel as well as students.

Assess

;

:,.::

.

Establish priorities: Upon completion of the assessment, you shouid have a
clear sense of what's working well today and where there are opportunities
for improvement. You should also consider benchmarking data from peer . .. ..
::,:l', institutions. rrArhen establishing priorities, it's imperative that stakeholders ':::::il::',i:r:al:a
:,:,ii:i.i

bt brought in to provide input'
e

development of a comprehensive IT strategic plan enabies

',,,,:.:,,'.'*
r,: arti6tr,io manage technology systems, staffing, hardware, and

higher:edii:::::i;l:::r::r::r'rr:

softwaqq'yilli:'ilttl,t,:',1:',::':':a:::':':::::.

,:iompiehens-iye framework that should be flexible and sustainable,,9y,,ry.$lng,Lh!agpla,,lih collaborative, the likelihood of stakeholdel bgy;in11a8{pLrnrr,:ll:rrrrr:,::ir,,r

years?

.

Fowlkes: It is difficult to plan technology
needs five vears into the future. If I were

.,:,
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Q & A with the CIO
ACUTA: Much of the technologywe now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions
about your technology infrastructure have
been affected by this and how?

Fowlkes: This is an urgent issue for higher
education today, especialiy in light of the
recent releases of tablet-based devices.
UVa-Wise is currently assessing our bandwidth needs for students and faculty members downloading textbooks and other
instructional resources to these new tablet
devices. Expansion ofwireless access to all
corners of the campus will also be a major
issue for many institutions. Once again,
tablet devices will be pushing wireless
access coverage on campus from a luxury
to a requirement for colleges and universities in the coming few years.

About UVa-Wise

A public, four-year residential college located
in the lush mountains of southwestern Virginia, The University of Virginia's College at
Wise is recognized as one of the top public
liberal arts colleges in the nation. The only

branch campus of the University of Virginia,
tfVa-Wise was founded in 1954 and currentlv
enrolls 1,900 students.
UVa-Wise is home to Virginia's only
undergraduate degree program in software
engineering. UVa-Wise offers 29 majors,29
minors, 7 preprofessional programs, and 23
teaching licensures.
For live consecutive years, students at
UVa-Wise have graduated with the lowest
debt load of any public liberal arts college in

the nation, according to U.S. News andWorld
Report.
UVa-Wise has been selected for inclusion
in "Colleges of Distinction," which recognizes

institutions for engaged students, great teachcommunities, and successful out-

::l::0."",

More information on UVa-Wise can be
fou nd at www.uvawise.edu.

This relatively new use of the Internet
may also have ripple effects on the infrastructure of the Internet itself, especially
at times of the year when students are
preparing for starting a new academic
semester or term. It may now be time for
more higher-education institutions to get
more involved in regional infrastructure
planning with their service providers to
ensure that capacity will be available when
it is needed in the future.

ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions
today are far more extensive users of technology than those of even five years ago.
What is the most challenging technical
aspect this presents for your campus?
Fowlkes: Meeting their expectations is
a challenge. Many first-year (maybe all)
students expect faster network access,
widespread access to the fastest wireless
services, Web-enabled service applications,
more security and virus protection, and
full access to gaming resources. Continuing to evolve our infrastructure gets more
and more expensive every year, and most
higher-education institutions are working with less and Iess money during the
recession. This, along with the security
aspects ofstudents who are at a high level
of proficiency with hacking tools, becomes

daily challenge to keep institutional data
and other network users safe from "curious
a

minds."

ACUTA: In what ways has this aff'ected
how you deliver support services?
Fowlkes: In many ways, students are
more ready and able to do much of their
own support than in past years. M.any
students come from families where they
were the "computer experts," and [rarents
have to call them at college to get tech
support back home. The most important
aspect for support services is getting support resources to users, such as iliustrated
documentation, video tutorials, and new
methods of communication like chat and
video conference-based support. tlelpdesk
support services will probably alwaLys be
needed, but getting accessible and r:asy-tounderstand training resources out to our
users is of the utmost importance.

I also believe that we underutilize our
online video capabilities. In the coming
years, we plan to do much more vi<leo
production of quick Web-based tutorials
on a variety ol training topics, ran$ing
from using our Web-based student portal
to basic library bibliographic instruction.
Students now are very accustomed to these
types of resources and will use thern if
available.

ACUTA: Since higher education seems
to be perpetually in challenging buLdget
times, what is your most important financial issue? How are you addressing; it on

your campus?
Fowlkes: The single most important aspect
for our campus is communicating r;hortrange and long-range replacement rschedules for equipment, software and training

costs. Our Office of Information 'Ii:chnology is currently working on a rolling
process for planning, documentation, and
long/short-range budgeting and a b,rief
explanation of priorities. This keep,s the
leadership team informed as to recurring
infrastructure costs and what these needed
expenditures bring to the institution.
continued on page 39
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ResNet by Apogee
we believe that the vision of lr goes beyond the residence hall. As each
new generation of students
arrives on campus with higher expectations, more network
devices and grorriing bandwidth needs,
partnering with a trusted network provider enables you to
stay ahead of the field without losing
focus on mission-critical goals. see what other scirools have accomplished
through Apogee,s
custom network solutions at apogeenet.net/multimedia.
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AFFO
POWERO
FOR HIGH
Why add costly new PoE switches to support high power
end devices when you can upgrade using your existing
Ethernet infrastructure?
The solution: low-cost PowerDsine@ Hi-PoErM Gigabit
Midspans
Easy lnstatlation, Simply connect HiPoE Midspans
to your existing switches to supply up lo 72 watts of
power for 802.11n access points, pan-tilt-zoom security
cameras, lP phones and more. At about $50 a port, you'll
save a bundle:and boost the return on investment from
your existing network.
More Retiabte, Partnered with PowerDsine Midspans,
your mission critical switches operate cooler, more
reliably handling what they were designed for-data.
They won't require bigger, hotter supplies just to power
your new 802.11n devices.

BLE
ETHERNET
R DEVICES
Energy Efficient. PowerDsine Midspans only deliver
the power each device actually needs. Only when
it's needed. Our exclusive PowerView ProrM network
management feature enables re-booting, individual pcrrt
on/off, timed shutdown of unused devices, and much
more. All controlled remotelY.
Discover for yourself how easy, reliable and affordable:
our HiPoErM Gigabit Midspan upgrades can be at:
http ://www. m icrosem i.com/Powerdsi ne.

More power. Less cost.

O 2010 Microsemi, powerDsine, Powerview Pro and HiPoE are trademarks of Microsemi Corporation

